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ABSTRA.CT\ i

.The moc lvat ion for this study arose fro'm the need to
bring empirical evidence to.bear on the assumptions
underlying existing .social and legal pzact.Lces that
discriminate against lesbian mothers on the basis o£
their sexual orientation. rfhese prc\ctices appear to be
rooted in myths and prejudices rather than being based
upon factual data. In view of this need the present
study aimed to determine whether adolescents' moral
judgement was influenced by whether the mother had a
partner in the home and whether the gender of the
partner ( male versus female ) 5.mpacted upon such
development. To achieve this aim, the performance of
adolescents, matched as far as was possible in terms of
age, sex and socio-economic status I but from three
different family structures ( lesbian couple,
heterosexual single-mother and traditional heterosexual
married couples ), was assessed on a paper and pencil
test of moral judgement, and was then compared.
statistical analysis of the data, using an Analysis of
Variance procedure, revealed that the means of the three
groups did not differ significantly. While the results
did not. confirm the hypothesis that the presence of a
partner in the home would enhance the moral judgement of
adolescents t the data supported the contention that.



maternal lesbianism dOes not impact
negai~ively on moral judgement.
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CHAPTE!R 1 INTRODUCTION

II 'l'hevanishing nuclear family constitutes one of, the
most significant demographic and soclal traneformations
in recent hist.oJ:;:Y II ( Edwards, 1987 I P 355 )_

NumerouS alternatives to the tradit.ional nuclear family
structure havu arisen in recent years. The number of
chilc.:rengrowing up in two parent families in which the
father goes out to work and the mothl:::'cremains at home
to~ look after the children has diminished drastically.

Between 1970 and 1980 there was a 43% increase in the
number of fatherless families in America ( Kamerman and
Hayes, in Dilapi, 1989 ), making the matrifo'cai family
one of the most rapidly growing family types in the USA
( zeidenstein, 1990 ).

The matrifocal family may take on a variety of different
forms, one of which is the lesbian mother household.

To some, the term lesbian mother mny appear to be a
,contradiction in terms, as lesbian couples are unable to
achieve biological parenthood. However, although
statistics for the South African context are
unavailable, it is estimated that there are
approximately 1,5 - 2 million lesbian WOmen In the USA
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who have children ( Harvey, Carr and Bernheine, 1989 ;
Hoeffer, 1981 ; B3.tterson, 1992 ) and estimates of the
number of children of gay and lesbian parents range from
6 to 14 million ( patterson, 1992 ; Schulenberg, 1985 ).
In fact, the 1980's have been termed the lesbian baby
boom era within lesbian communities (Zeidenstein,1990 ).

While the majority of lesbian mothers conceive children
during Ii previous heterosexual pertnership (Schulenberg,
1985 )r an Lnczeaaed number of lesbian Women are
bElcoming parents by means of a:t:tificial:insemination
( Clay, 1990 ).

Several factors have contributed to the emergence of the
lesbian family as an ali-"''I:'nativefamily form.

The women's liberation movement has led to a
redefinition of male and female roles in society, and
increased emancipation for women, making the formation
of lesbian families economically viable. In addition,
the removal of homosexuality from the APA's list of
mental disorders in 1973, and political protest by gay
rights activists, has led to an increasing recognition
of homosexuality • as a lifestyle that can be chosen and
celebrated rather than a condition into which
pathologically ....dd.sor'der-edwomen and men stumble "•. 0 ••••



( Elliot, 1986, Pg 189 ).

3
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RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY

'The motivation for the present study stems from the fact
t.hat existing social and legal poliCies do. not
adiequately meet the unique needs of the lesbian family.
In qrder to prompt policy makers to. introduce policy
changes which are tailored to the needs of such
families, research which takes cognisance of the
criticisms levelled against studies examining the impact
of such family structures on child development is
needed.

2.1 Difficulties confronting lesbian families as a
result of existing social and legal policiase

Lesbian couples with children are rarely recognised by
society as being a family unit. The lack of re.cognition
of the legitimacy of lesbain families is problematic for
such families as many decisions made in relatio.n to
lesbian parent.ing are based on social myths find
prejudices rathei~ than upon factual data.

Sexual orientation: has frequently prevented lesbian
mothers I particula:n'ly those actively involved in a
relationship with a female partner, from gaining custody
and/or visitation righ~s in litigation procedures,
It is 'believed that t,he lesbian mother is unable to
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prov.ide~a heal,t.hy ·pay'chologicaJ. envird\1lUent for the

develop:lng chLkd ( Cramer, 1986 ). \\

In addition, Ln a\ leisbiam family t:,h\~nOl1-\\:>.iological.

lllother is unable t~o adopt, her partner 's (;llildreu, a~1 a

si:ep"'parent cannot \adopt a child if the ch~t;I.dhas a

biological J;.larent <'.11~ the same sex as the st\~p-parent I

who is unwilling to i':'elinquiah hislher' parel1:'t,'alstatus.

The lack of a leg;a1 rf.~lationsl'ip bei:weell the .non'"

bi(.')logical mother and \the chilcl1,:'enin Leab.i.an\#·arnilies

lead!:.1to numerous (Uffh~ulties < Polikoff':r 199(').

In the event of t.ne death of the biologi.cal moth~:t·in &.

lesbian family! guardianship of tl'le child,:en is oril~r
presumt,ively awa7cde.,dto a legal pa!:rent. The ~~hild,

alrl':lady traumatized by the death oj,:!the bib.;I.o~1ical

mother, may als10 Lose their second parent due to la(~k I:')f,

legal sta,tt\S ( cut Lum, 1993 ).

Also, should a long staJ.lding le.sbian relationship br~~ak

up, courts 6\re ill prepared to r(~solve disputes

surrounding custody and visitation rights.

It has also been found that the desire to have children

is not influenced by sexual (')rie11tation ( Clay ( 1990 ) .

weinber~J and Sell, in Johnson, Slnith and Guenther (1987)

found not; having children to be Ii source of great regt"et
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in the l.ives of gay men and women'. Zeiderlstein (1990)

found that 70!\s. c.~flesbians in her ~\tudy indica'ted that

they would li.ke, to have children. HC:,)'ltleVerf social

.i.nstitutions sUCi~\r,\ as social s.:lrvice i!,\gencies, medical

f~~ci:lities and. le{gal systems deterrniM~who has access to

al·~.E!rnateformS.OiE., parenting such as adoption r

art;..~\\ficial insen\ij;la.tion, etc I... Che lesbian woman,

pa:c,t:.i,\cularlyif f3:~e is open about h.er sexua-l',

orj~ent~':tt..ion,is I:'!:'elquel'ltlydenied access to such

$t'!,rviqes•

.;P~s ill.dicated by Plummer, in Elliot ( 1906, p. 194) , gay

coup Lea fail to concur w:...th the domi.nant; fa.-nily ideology

and as a result t.he gay family is not sanctioned by

soc:let.y : II The law does not protect it, nor does the

church give it its l:-lessing. Family, community and

society, if not outrightly hostile, refuse to recog!lise

thEI couple as a unit ..••. the tax man grants no

reliefs, hospitals refuse to recognise partners as

• next of kin I in emergencies ....•• ..

2 •2 Inadequacies in existing reS\,;larch

A large body of research exists, which will be reviewed

in a SUbsequent chapter, which has compared children

from single mother homeswith those from intact homes on

various indices of psychological adjustment. Deficits in
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th4:.~\.functioning of t,he former group have been

int.,~::rp:r'et,~das resulting from the absence 015a father in

thes~\ homes. This would suggest that being reared

withi.\\l th~ context c)f a lesbian farrtily would impact

negat.itvely OT), the ohi.Ld.'S development due to the absence

of a :e'ather in such homes. However, the above mentioned

studita\p have been ql:'iticised for var'Lous reasons which
Ii

will be expanded upon in a subsequent chapter. It i.t;

pos sfbf.e \\th~t it is the single mother I s lack of access

to sou:J:ceE?of suppo:t:'t~lhich impacts negatively on child

devel()pment' rather than father absence per se , The

prest:!'nt study provides an opportunity of. examining

whetJ,'ler the presence of a partner in the lesbian mother

houE/ehola is able to ameliorate deficits in child

development noted in heterosexual single mother studies.

Research on the development of children reared by

lesbian mothers has been limited in certail\ respec-Cs.

R~'search has t€'nded to compare ohildren o.;fif!lesbian

mocher= with those of divorced heterosexual mothers

( Golomboket aI, 1983 ; Green et al, 19.136 ; Javaid,

1993 ) as it is felt that children in both 9roups have

undergo:ne the experience of parental divorce/separation

and are thus comparable in terms of experiences other

than ma.ternal sexua I orientation. HoweVer, it has been

argued that \'.!omparisonswith a group which also lackS a
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father figure and has been shown to be disadvantaged are
inadequate ( Elliot, 1986 ). What needs to be
established is whether the lesbian family structure is
able to provide the child with a home environment which
is equally as conduc.i.veto healthy psychological
development as the traditional two parent ( one female,
one male ) nuc lear family structure. In order to meet
this need comparisons of indices of p,sychological
development in children from lesbian and traditional
family structures have to be conducted.

Thus the present study aims to further research in the
area of lesbian parenting by examining whether children
reared by lesbian couples differ from children reared in
other family' structures in ter.ns of a particular index
of psychological development, namely, moral development.
It a.i.msto do this by comparing the moral judgement of
adolE~scel1ts reared by lesbian couples, single
heterosexual mothers and married heterosexual couples.

Research in the area of lesbian parenting has also
tended to focus on pre-pubescent children to the neglect
of adolescents and young children ( Kirkpatrick, 1987 ).
This is a. serious limitation as it may be only during
adolescence that the child is able to fully grasp the
implications of the mother's lesbianism on a cognitive
level. It is also during this stage t.hat peer group
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demands for conformity become most intenset thus
magnifying the impact living in an ~iternative family
structure may have on the child. Thus, research on the
impact maternal lesbiabisrn has on the adolescent's
development is essential.

Finally, much research into the impact maternal
lesbiaI).ism has on dev<:!lopment has focused on the gen.der
identity developm~p.t of children reared in such family
structures. Resea", ji in the area of moral development is
V'ital+y importar.i.tas lesbianism has long been condemned
as being morally offensive by various social
institutions~

The logical extension of this belief would be that the
moral development of children reared by such parents
would be retarded. In order to counteract such
stigmatization, actual data on the impact maternal
lesbianism has on the child's moral values is required.

A brief review of various theoretical perspectives
relating to the role of the father in the moral
development of the child will be presented in the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL PER.SPECTIVES ON MORAL

DEVEI.oPMENT

Morality is a multi-faceted concept and theol::ists differ
in terms of the aspects on which they concentrate in
their attempts to explain the development of morality
~ithin the child. 'I1heyalso differ in terms of the
extent to which they see the father as making a unique
and specif~c contribution to the child's moral
development.

These theo.ries will now be explored with particnlar
reference to the importance they ascribe to the role of
the father I given his absence in the leE>bian households
tha.t are the focus of this study.

3.1 Psycnoanalytic theory

psychoanalytic theory viaws the. father 0,0 playing a
vitaly important role in the child's, pa.r'ticularly
boy'S, moral development. It is through identification
with the father that the male child internalizes
society's norms and values and gains the control systems
which ensure adherence to these values. This theory
concentrates on the internal, emotional aspects of
mOI.'ality which manifest in the form of concsience
development and the expression of emotions Such as guilt
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Lcunb t 197 6 ) •

.Freud ( 1927, 1950 ) argued that mQrality was an
outgrowth of the process of same-sex parE!ntal
identification •.Such ,identification is sparked by
fe~~lings of rivalry and hostility towards this parent e-:

a. result of. the child's attraction to the opposite sex
par~mt. The child fears retaliation by the" parent or
106S.,o£ parental love and identifies with the parent to
avoid the anxiety evoked by such f.ears.
Anna Flo·eud(19,46) discusses two types of identification.
Identifi·cati6n with the ag.gressor enables the, child to
avoid the\punishment that the acting out of feelings of
hostility towards the parent would entail. Instead the
child identifies with the parent and directs feelings of
hostili,ty towards the self. These redirected feelings of
hostiJ.ity manifest in the form of guilt, whioh then acts
as a control against enacting impulses to tra11sgress
parental prol1.:iJ:>itions.In corrt.r'aat., anaclytic
identification provides the child with an ego ideal
towards which to strive. The child mOdels himself after
the parent and incorporates his values in order to
reduce anxiety experienced OVer the possible loss of the
parent's love.

~hus it is thro~gh the relationship with the father that
the child both gains access to societal values and is
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provided with the motivation to incorporate these
values.

3.2 Parson's socialisation theory

Parson ( in Hoffman, 1971) sees the father as playing a
unique role in the socialization process as the father
is the parental agent through which society's norms and
values are brought to the home. As, accorcUng to
Parsons, th~ mother functions largely within the home
setting she.will have less exposure to these wider
values. However, :Lil' View of the fact that in the ;USA

participation in the labour marke't py women aged 20 - 24
rO$e from 57% in 1970 to 73% in 1988 ( Smock, 1993 ) and
that in this year 54% and 57,%of the single and married
mothers with pre-schoolers respectiv~lY were in the
labour forcer this postulation appears to be somewhat
outdated. Parsons arguee; that the mother and father
differ in te:rnnsof the function they perform in relation
to the child : thE~ mother Is function is primarily
expressive while that Of the father is instrumental and
he is thus implicated in the promotion 01.; retardi9.tion of
moral development in the child (r ..amb , 1976 ).

3.3 Cognitive developmental theory

Cognitive deVelopmental approaches, represented by
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theorlsts such as Pia.get and Rohlberg do not vie'l/>Tthe
fathet' as making a particularly unique or important
contribution to the child's moral development. According

,
to Rohl}Jerg ( 1969, p. 428 ) II '1'hereare too many
developrliental and cultural factors tending produce
• normal I morality to see these attitudes as contingent
on special unique relationships to parents w •••• ". These
approaches concentrate on moral reasoning and judgement,
and see moral development as being closely related to
the child's deVeloping cognit.ive abilities ( in Lamb,
1976 ).

l{ohlberg (19t59) views moral development as progressing
through a series of stages in an invariant and universal
manner. At the core of the various moral stages is the
individuals evolving Sense of justice - as the
individual gains an increasingly sophisticated and
complex understanding of rules and justice so their
perspective on the rights and duties of the protaganists
involved in a moral situation will change ( Kohlberg,
1984 ).

Kohlberg (1969) hypothesized that moral development is
dependant upon cognitive development and exposure to
appropriate socia-moral experiences.

In order to achieve certain moral stages the individual
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must have achieved a parallel level of cognitive
development .• In this regard l?iaget (1932) argued that
the move in the child's moral reasoning from locating
sanctions regarding the rightness of behaviour
externally to locating them internally is parallelled by
a cognitive shift from concrete to abstract thought.
Piaget viewed the motivation for structural
reorganizaf:.ion as corning from a desire to restor,e
equilibrium. Current wafs of thinking are revealed as
being inadequate which enccur-aqes evolution towards
higher stages of reasoning in order to achieve a greater
state of equilibrium. Disequilibrium may stem 'from
internal or external sources I but Piaget saw f~xternaln

influences alone as being insufficient to explain
development-.

Kohlberg (1969) saw expo~ure to social environments
which encourage cognitive conflict b~{ giving the
individual the chance to take on different t'oles as
being thp. most important driving force behind moral
development. The individual gains such experiences in
his interpersonal rtS),ationshipswith friends and family
and through his actual participation in the legal,
economic and political institutions of society.

Piaget sa'toTpeer group interaction as being more
conducive of moral development than family interactions.
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Peer group interactions ( based on co-operation and
mutual respect ) facilitate the shift from the belief in
the immutability and absolute nature of rules ( an
orientation encouraged by the child's subordination to
parental authority ) to the recognition of the
relativity of rules which Piaget saw as being central to
moral development.

3.4 Social learning theory

Ir(. terms of social learning theory the absence of the
'1\

fa'~\herwould be viewed as being problematic f'iorthe
ch~';,ldls, particularly the boy's, development clue to the
la(;ikof an appropriate seme-nex role model within the
home. However, it would be acknowledged that acce ss to
sarne-sex rC'le models through the school setting,
television programmes, etc. may work to counteract the
effects associated with the absence of a masculine role
model in the home.

Social learning theories focus mainly on the behavioural
manifestations of morality and draw on the concept of
reinforcement and modelling to explain the emer-qericeof
moral behaviours ( Bandura and Walters, 1963 ).
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Thus ~\t would appear that all the t\1eorists, with the

except:~on of Kohlberg, stress the important role played
\

by the ~ather in moral development. Even in terms of
\

Kohlberg\: s theory, an argument could be made for the

importam~\~ of the father in terms of the opportlll1ity he
\

af.f.ords th\~ child of taking on roles T.Ilhi~hdiffer in

nature front;.those assumed in relation to the mother and
1\

the child's ~riends.
\\

\\
l,\

'\

In the followi'n,g chapter empirical researc~ examining

t.he role of the father il:"l;child development will be

reviewed.
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CHAPTER 4-: REVIE~WOF RESEARCH ON TaE ASSOCIATION
B~TWEEN FAMILY STRUCTURE AND CHILD

4.1 Compaxisoils of children froIn single parent and
intact .l:amilH~s .

A large bo(~yof research exists t.,hich has found deficits

in variouls \i, aspects at f.unctioning' in children from

single-moi:hier familie.$. While these finding!.. have been

assumed tdt i~eflect the important contribution made by

the father \t.o the child I s development, the real question

concerning these findings is whether they should be

i.nterpretedto reflect the importance of father presence

specificall~:: ("4 simply t.h'; importance of the

availability of social 11~'pportfor the mother. This

issue will ba explored later following a review of the

areas of func1;loning within which def,;Lcits have been

found in childl\."en of single-mothers.

4- • 1.1 Cogniti~'I~ functioning

In comparison wi.th children from inta(~t families t

children from Si,\lgle-mother families have been found to

perform nore poozfl.yon measures of academic achievement

( Kinard and Reinherz, 1986 ; Kurdek.and sinclaire, 1988
Murray and Sandquilstf 1990 ), e(~uca:t.io)'lalaptitude
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( Murray et aI, 1990 ; sutton-Smitl1.f Rosenberg a.nd
Landy , 1968. ) and number of years of sc;tooling
completed ( Beller and Chung, 1992 iMurray et eH, 1992) •

It is commonly believed that this is because
fathers engage in more cognitive and achievement
oriented interactions with the child than mothers do.
Thus the association between cognitive deficits and
single-mother families has been explained in terms of
::he a.bsence of a father who would provide such
ix:tteractions

However,' research investiga.ting the actual nature of
interactions between father and child has produced mixed
results 0' While the results of researche:r,-ssuch as Parke I

in Murray et al (1990) tend to support the previotls,ly
cited assumption, other rese'archers ( c'ollins and
Russel, 1991 ) have found th.at mothers and fathers tend
to be equally involved in the child's socialization with
regard to cognitive and developmental issues. They do
note, however, that mothers tend to be more directive
and, i1;ltrusive in their behaviours While fathers behave
in a manner which facilitates instrumental interaction.
It is possible that these differing interaction styles
impact uniquely on the socialization process.

<4.1.2 Sex rol.:::development, aggression and delinquency.
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In his review of the literature Biller (1970) cites
numerous studies which have found difficulties with sex
role dev~lopment among boys in single-mother families.
In observations of parent-child interactions it has been
found that while mothers display greater consistency in
their treatment of children of both sexes I fathers tl;eat
boys and girls differently thus encouraging
differentiation between masculine and feminine roles
( Edwards, 1987 ).

Biller and David, in Edwards (1987), suggest that tihe
father acts as a masculine role model which boys may
imitate, whereas feminine identity is partially
established through role recipr'ocity in the girl·6
interaction with the father.

Similarly t find.ings of increased levels of aqqz es si.ve
behaviour ( Bacon, Child and Barry, in Moulton, Libet.·t:.y,
Burnstein and Altucher, 1966 ) ; difficulties with
impulse control, ( 11ischel! illBiller, 1970 ) ; and
reduced levels of doll play aggression in single-mother
children have peen attributed by Hoffman (1971) to the
absence of modelling opportunities provide~ to the c~ild
by the father figure. He argues that t.he discipline and
oppori::.unity£':Jr self control modelling provided by the
fathet: will di.scourage the overt expr'aaa.Ion of
aggrelssion in father-present boys, who will use fantasy
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as a vehicle fot the expression. of sucl;+impulses. In
contrast, boys in single-mother families who lack the
controls necessary to inhibit aggressive acting o,-,twill
have a reduced need to engage in aggressive fantasies.

subseque~'I:to the establishment of Juvenile Courts in
the United states, it was found that 40% to 50% of

I',

delinquents came from broken homes ( Rhod,.es,.in (i'r.:r:egoryI

1965 ).

'A seminal study in the field of delinquency was that
conducted by GJueck and Glueck (1950). -:n;'\cOlnparison
of .500delinquent with 500 non-delinquent I:)I...'YS they
found that 60% of delinquents as opposed to 34~ of non-
delil:lquentscame from.homes characteri2:ed by thei absence
of a parent: 41,2% of delinquents had absent fathers es
opposed to 24,a% of non-delinquents and 15,6% and 7,2%
of the d~linquents and non-delinquents respec,'tivelyhad
absent mothers. Several other studies have replicated
the finding of an association between delinquency and
single-parent, particularly single-mother, homes.
( Bach and Bremer, 1947 ; Gregory, 1965 i Monahan, 1957
sLeqman , 1966.)

Parsons, in Siegman (1966), views father absence as
playing a paramount role in delinquency. He argues that
antisocial behaviour in males is associated with
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difficulties encount.ered in sex :tole identification.

Antisocial behaviour is an asserting of masculinity and

rejection of femininity ( Which 'the child equates with

.:i.nresponse to th'e young boy's primary

identification with the mother, L.e. in order to count.er

ris primary feminine identification the boy acts out in

all. exageratedly masculine fashio:n. Factors such as

fath.ar absence, which intensify .identification wi·th the

maternal .figu:re, will thus encourage increased

antisdQial behaviour.

Moynihart, in Brownfield ( 1987, p.65 ), also cites

I. compulsive masculinity II as playing a central role in

the deveLopment;of deLi.nquenoyin Negroes. He argues

th,at II the Negro communLtiy has been forced into a

nh.1~~riarchalstructure which, because it is 80 out of

line with the rest of American society, seriously

retards the progress of the group as a whole, and

imposes a cruah.i.nq burden on the Negro male II

In, cq;lttrast, -rohnson (1986) I argues that the high

incide:nce of deviant behaviour by children from broken

homeI;; t:~ported in official stati.stics may be more

related to the response of officials to individuals

coming from such family st.ruct.urea than to the actual

behaviour C)fsuch individuals. Elubsequent to his study

comparing !~elf reportE~d delinquency acts and self
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reported o.fficial trouble counts, he cone.Ludedthat

II the broken homemay be producing more official

delinque~ts without producing more delinquent

behaviour ". (Johnson, 1986, p.79. )

4.1c3 Moral development

Based on his review of the literature Hoffman ( 1963 )

postulates that the role of the father in moral

development is moze central amonqat,older children. 'rhe

mother's role appear-s to revolve around the development

of feelings of ~1uiltf which functi\?n to deter the acting

out of aggressive and related impuises and enciQur<;igea

the child to make reparation fo;;-;'·their wrong doings

(simons e.t aI, ;.993). In contrast, the father appears

to playa more p'ronu.nent;role in encouraging the

development of the' self controls necessary to resist

pres sures to t.rans9ress moral standards I particularly

amongst boys.

On the basis of his findings in his study comparing

single-mother and int.act family boys on various indices

of moral deveLopmerrt, and his comparLson of boys who

identify highly with the father with those who do not,

Hoffman ( 19'71 , p . 404/40,5 ) concludes " that whether

or not the boy identifies with his father influences the

degree to which he accepts moral standards, Uses them as
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a basis for judging right ann wrong, and behaves in
accordance with them in the presence of a.ut:.hority.Th~
presence or absence of a father also bears on these
patterns, but in addition influences the extent to which
the boy applies moral standards to his own beha.viour "

A limitation of Hoffman' s (197;1.)study was that no
controls were provided for duration of, and reasons for,
father absence. In support of Hoffman's ccnc Ius.Lorr, Hart
(1986), based on his examination of data collected. in
Kohlberg's well known study of moral j~dgement
development in males I found a relat.ion between pai:::.ernal
identification and advanced levels of moral judgement in
males. The re.Lat.Lonbetween maternal identificatilon and
moral judgem~nt was not significant. However, Gilligan
(1982) has critized Kohlbergjs approach to the
assessment of morality as she argues that it is based on
the assumption that all indiViduals approach moral
issues from a justice perspective and is thus biased
against women, who tend tel focus on care perspectives in
their approach to moral issues ( Gilligan and Attanuci~
1988 i Johnston, Brown and Christopherson, 1990 ). In
view of this criticism it is likely that the impact on
moral judgement of thre child's icien,ti:Eicationwith the
mother is likely to be obscured by the use of a
measurement scale. such as Kohl).)erg·s.
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weisbroth (1970), also using Kohlberg's Moral Judgement
Interview, found high levels of moral judgement in males
to be associated with close identification with both
parents, while in females such high levels were
associated with identification with the father. She
noted that correlations obtained Were significant but
not large, indicating that other factors Were also at
play.

A further study conducted by Hoffman (1971) led him to
believe th~t parental identification fosters the
recognition that moral principles rather than external
sanctions form the basis for making moral judgements of
right and wrong. However, he concludes that moral
indice'~ such as guilt, confession and acceptance of
blame, which relate to judgements regarding the child's
own behaviour, are fostered more through encount.ez-s with
parental discipline than 'through identification with the
parent ( the relation between moral development and
parental discipline is discussed in more detail in
Section 4.3.2.5 ).

4.1.4 General adjustment

In general, studies have found single-motherhood to be
associated with difficulties in interpersonal problem
SOlving skills ( stanley, Weikel and. Wilson, 1986) ;
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lowered self-esteem ( parish, 1987 ) increased
psychiatric symptomatology ( Pillay, 1981 ) ; decreased
socialibility and self-confidence and increased
depression and withdrawal ( Peretti and Di Vittorio,
1993 ). These studies provide much evidence to support
the claim that children from single parent familie~? are
more vulnerable to experiencing difficulties with
adjustment and functioning. Researchers speculate that
the increased vUlnerability found in children from
single-mother families is due to the absence of the
unique contribution made by the father to ):oles,
relationships, socialization and development within the
family ( Swanson, Holzer, Canavan and Adams, 1989 ).

The contention that it is father absence per se tha.t has
a negative impact on child development, however, has
been challenged on many fronts. Firstly, research on the
ad juatiment;of children in reconstituted families has not
produced results'consistent with the father absence
hypothesis. Secondly, various indirect consequences
associated with father absence have been identified
which appear to affect child adjustment more intensely
than father absente per se. Finally, the methodological
limitations aasociated w'ith research on single-
motherhood prevent any fil~ conclusions as to the causal
factors involved in adjustment difficulties associated
with children from single-mother families from being
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reached.

4.2. Adjustment of children from reconstituted families

contrary to what may be expected in terms of the
assumption that it is the father's absence per se which
negatively affects the development of children in

single-mother families, research on the extent to which
remarriage compensates for development deficits has
produced mixed results.

Zimiles and Lee (1991) found adolescents from single-
parent and remarr.ied families to lag behind those from
intact families in terms of acadertic achievement.
The former t,110groups were also three times as likely to
drop out of school than the latter, even after ability
differences had been accounted for. Beller and Chung
(1992) found remarriage to ameliorate tne negative
effects living in a single-mother family has on
educational attainment at lower, but not higher,
educational levels the presence of a stepfather
negatively affected college entrance, par t.Lcu Lar Iy
amongst boys. The authors speculate that this may be due
to a tendency in stepfarnil:i.esto encourage children to
leave home early and become self-supporting.

Adolescents it"om reconstituted families were found to be
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higher than those from single-parent families on certain
measures of self.-concept, but their overall self-concept
was found to be lower than those from intact families
( Studer, 1993 )•.Parish and Dorstal (1980) found that
children aged 11 - 14 years from single- and st,ep-parent
families perceive both themselves and their parents more
negatively than do children from intact famil.ies. These
findings were supported by a further study on self-
esteem by Parish (1987).

The findings regarding behavioural indices of adjustment
frequently point to the fact that children in
reconstituted families tend to exhibit more behavioural
difficult,A~s than those from single-parent families

/: ,.'

( Brady, Bray and Zeeb, 1986 ; Peterson and Zill,19(6).
Brady et al (1986) speculate that the more severe
behaviour problems in reconstituted families may be
associated with the ,;:;tressof having to adjust to yet
another change in family structure.' Tilis specualtion
was supported by Capaldi and Patterson's {I.!,
of a linear relation between number of family
trt.nsitions and adjustment problems amongst bOyb

increased adjustment problems were associated with

~indillg

greater numbers of transitions. The relationship between
increased transitions and adjustment; difficulties has
also been found with girls ( Peterson and zill, 1986 ).
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In support of the speculation that relationship and
adjustment levels in stepfamilies will begin to
approximate those in intact families over time, Hagan,
Hollier, O'Connor and Eisenberg (1992) found that
mother-child relationships in remarried families tended
to deteriorate subsequent to the rell!arriage,but
recovered OVer time, and by two years after the
remarriage tended to approximate the relationship
between ncm-divorced mothers and their children.
Relationships between children and stepfathers were not
shown to improve over time. The speculation that child
adjustment will improve over time in reconstituted
families was not supported by t.he findings of Lind:o.err
Hagan and Bro'IJln(lQ92).

4.3 Father absence ~ antecedent events and indirect
consequences

As a result of II the multivariate and complex nature of
pre-divorce and post-divorce personality and
relationship variables II ( Emery, in Mutchler et aI,
1992, p.116 ) research on the effects of father absence
Which has compared adjustment of children from diff6rent
family structures has been obscured by inadequacies in
controlling for events antecedent to father absence and
the indirect consequences of father absence.
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4 0 3 0 1 Antecteldent events

One of the limitations of studies regarding the
adjustment of childrt~n in divorced families is that they
do not id~ntify whether adjustment difficulties began
before or after the divorce process ( Weintraub and
Wolf, 1983 ).

Familiae who get divorced may differ from intact
families in tenms of variables, other than structure,
which relate to the dependent variables measured, and
may have dl:f:Eor.'edin terms of these variable~ even prior
to divorcE: ( Murray and Sandquist, 1990 ).

One var,iable in terms of ....,hich tiivorced and Lnt.act;
families"may differ is conflict. Divorce is usually the
end pr.I< duct of much discord and cO'::£lictwithin the
horne. In thLs regard a significant body of literatdre
exists which has failed to find a :re.lationship bewteen
family structure per se and various indices of
psychosocial adjustment, but has f,ound a signifJ.cant
negative relationship between these variables and
parental conflict ( Hoiman and Woodroffe-patrick, 1988
KurdeK, 1981 i Raschke and Raschke, 1979 i Slater and
Habet', 1984 ).

The actual trauma of the divorce process itself is also
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likely to impact negatively on the child. As indicated
by Bowlby, in Vf'n Voorh~:is, Cullen, Mathers and Garner,
( 1988) the emotional trauma and conflict associated
with divorce and -separation will negatively affect the
child and place him under a great deal of stress.

4.3. :2 Indirect consequences IOffather absence

Research has tended to ignore diversity within single
parent family groups, and Biller (1970) has pointed to
the need for reseat'ch identifying the variables which
mediate father absence by comparing maladjusted with
well adjusted single-moth0r children. Recent stUdies
have begun to consider the way in which the indirect
consequences of father absence affect child development.
Numerous studi.es support the argument that when
confounding factors are adequately controlled for,
family structure does not appear to he strongly related
to various indices of adjustmont. ( ;l"arnsworth, 1984 ;
Grove and Crutchfield, 1982 ; Rosen, 1955.)

4.3.2.1 Lowered income and socio-economic status

Two related fact.ors confounding research on father
absence are income and socio-economic status.

In 1988 34% of all female headed single parent families
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in the USA fell below the poverty lille. In addition, the
median income of female headed families was under one
half of the income of married couple families ( Beller
and Chung, 1992 ). Bane and Ellwooci, in Astone 'and
McLanahan (1991) I have also indicate;i that the poverty
of single-mother househo lds is more e::r:.tremethan the
poverty of c)ther groups;. Even when the father pays

maintenance family income is considerably reduced.
Richards and Schmiege (19H3) note th.at under half of all
s:i;.ngle-mothers receive maxntienance :from their ex-
husbands on a regula:r basis. In this; regard studies have
noted an association between income level and mothers'
life strains and children's self-esteem ( Nelson, 1993);
children I s perceptio1:)'of their' socia.l \9,cCeptal:1Ceand
parents. ratings of their child.reIl's behaviour problems
( Schnayer and Or.r, 1.989 ) ; and role strain .;ullongst
mo.chezs ( Campbell ar..dMoen, 1994 ).

A study by Swanson, Holzer, canaven and Adams (1989)

indicat.ed a clear relationship betwet:!n income and
psycbOl)athology. They found tbut the risk for
psychopathology amongst one or more family members was
grea·ter for poorer far~ilies, In their non-patient
community sample families with a mentally ill member had
a mean annual income of 75% less than families with no
mentally ill members.

Apart from the lower income bnouqht; in by Sillgle""mothers
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there is likely to be more insecurity regarding income
in such families. For example, if the mother becomes ill
or is retrenched, etc. I there is not; another parent l.s

salary to fa.ll back on. Goldberg.' Greenberger, Hartlill
and O'Neill (1992) found a si.gnifJ.cantpositive
association between income stability and mothers
perception of their childrens behaviour.

It may be argued that the curren.t:e icsts of marital
dis,,;uption for women are likely to be lower than they
were in the past i due to increased participation l::>y
women in the labour market. smock (1993) found POI:;t

divorce median changes in income for women to have
remained fairly stable over the past three decades.
Smock exp Lad.ns this phenomenon in terms of the
difficUlties facing single women with youp.g children
attempting to compete on the labour me rket, in view of
the present abSence of public policies that support
child rearing activities and lack of affclrdable child
care facilities. smock ( 1993, p.368 ) concludes
It However ..prepared I for marital disruption women
increasing.ly may be, they are not prepa;r:edin ways
suffi,=ient to cushion the economic costs. II

Socio-economic status has also been identified as being
an important factor lllediatipgthe inflU.encl9 father
absence has upon the child ( st.evenson and Black, 1988
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Cobliner (196;~) found that the likelihood of father
absence being related to serious psychological
difficulties is far stronqer amongst lower than middle
class individuals. This is not surprising in view of the
fact that individuals in the lowest socio-economic
classes a:z:::-0,at greater risk for various major
psychiatric disc)rders ( Holzer, Shea, SW.anS011~ Leaf I

~lyers, George and Bednarski, 1986 ) •• CQib:~inet(1963)
speculates that ,his findings may be/attributed in part
to the fact that middle class mothers have"greater
accee a to psychological and economic reSOUl~ces with
Which to mediate the effects of father absenoe than
lower cLaas mothers do.

While Doornbttsh (1985) found that controlling for
socd,o...economic status did not LnfLuence t.herelo.tion~ihip
between deviance and family stru.cture in his study,
several other studies have found that socio-economic
Eltatus accounts for a major portion of t.hediff.erence in
aoadem.i,c functioning between children ,from single and
t.woparent families ( Bane, 1976' ; Hertzog and Sudia.,
1973 ; Shinn, 1978 ; Swanson, 8ringle and McLaughlin,
1987 i Kinard et al, 1.986 ; Kiecolt, 1989 ).

Thus there is strong evidence to suggest that the
l.clWeredincome, and socio-economic status of single ....
mother families may strongly contribute to deficits
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noted in the development of children from such families.

4.3.2.2 Ma.ternal stress a.ndsoc '1 support

Sooial ~Iupport may be defined as being II the faotors
which lead individuals to believe they are cared for,
are a$t~aemedl and have people they can turn to in times
of need II ( Adamkos, Ryan, Ullman, Pascoe, Diaz and
Chessare, 1986, p.464 ).

'1'hesingle-mother is often lacking in social, emotional
and economic support. She is having to adjust to a new
lifestyle, and at the time she most needs support she is
deprived of muoh of her former support system. Rands, in
Buehler and Legg (1993) has indicated that the separated
mother loses 40% of the social support network that she
had access t(:;)during her marriage • As Longfellow, in
Buehler et aJ.,1993, p.23 indicates I marital. separation
appears to II intensify the separated mothers' need for
an external support system, while at the same time it
throws up obstacles against her ability to build or
:maintain such a network 01

Socl."l !?upport appears to affect maternal well-being
indirectly by bUffering the mother against the negative
effects on psycho+emotii.onelwell-being 'of life change
and stress ( Buehler et aI, 1993 ). This buffering
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function aga,l.nst stres,s is vib3.1ly important as si.nqLe-.

mothers have been found to hav~~significantly higher

levels of chron.l,c stress and l;i.,fe events than married

women( McLan4~,han,1983 ; Weinr\~uband Wolf, 1983 ).

Increased strel\!s levels appear to be related to the fact

that ·t.he break up of .a former family unit is: often a

violeut and stl:·~~ssfuJ.process. Ir.t addition, single-

n10thers have great demands placed on their time since

they are solely responsible for ei9.rning a living and

managing the household. ( Strauss, Geller and Steinmetz,

in Sack, Mason and Higgins, 1£85 )~

The mothers aCCeSSto social support also impacts on the

child as maternal stress levels have been found to be

~!Ssociated with. vazLous indices of adjustment in the

child ( Forgatch, Patterson and Skinner, in Nelson, 1993

Nelson, 1993 ). Social support for the mother appeers to
"

impact on child adjustment by improving aspects of the
mother~child relationship. Access to a wide range of

so~ial support has been found to be associated .ith the

mothers' perceptions of their children ( Golciberg et aI,

1992 ) ; decruased stress in the mother-,child

rl.';/lationship, and Lnczeaaec stimulq,tion of the child by

the mother ( Adarnkoset aI, 1986 ) ; and increased

maternal sensitivity to the child' s needs (Pianta.,

Stroufe and Egeland, 1989 ).
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Hughes et al (1.993)examined the type of support that
waS most closely associated with psychological well-
being amongst recently divo:rced'Women. Little
relationship was found between the provisiom of material
and practical support and well-being. However, quality
of relationship with people in the suppDrt network was
significantly related to well-being. Relationships
characterized by t;eciprocity and closeness w~~re

associated with well-being, while higher lever~ of
conflict were a.ssociated with greater symptomatology.

Theeje findings were supported by a study conducted By
Lindblad, Goldberg and Dukes ( 1985f p.85 ) who conclil?e
that n •••••• it may be the quality of the social
network, rather' than the quantity per se, that
determines the effectiVeness of a family's fUnctioning
within the network " •

Gladow and Ray (1986) found that different aspects of
well-being were influended by support from different
sources. Kinship support tended to alleviate isolation
an,,~totaJ.,number of problems experienced, whereas
friendship support played an important role in reducing
lo.neliness and increasing heppf.nes s, The relationship
between friendship and happiness was affected by the
depth or .intimacy of the friendship. Romantic
involvement did not appear to correlate with loneliness
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or' ~appines s amongst singlE~-mothers I bu t it did play a
role in a.l.leviating feelin~rs of isolation. Gladow et aI,

(1986) ,speculate that romantic partners tended to be
invloved with the children of single-mothers, mak.ing
these mothers feel less isolated.

Social support appea:~\sto buffer the single-mother
i'

against the high stre'~s leve~ts associated with her
situation. In this way it allows for a better
r~lationship between mother and child and thus
indirectly impacts on child adjustment.

-4.3.:2.:3 Number of a.::ldts in the home

A further difficult.y in the father absence researc;h
involVe, disentangling the effects of father absence per
se from the impact the reduced number of adults in the
single--mother hous eho Ld has on the child.

The presence of two adults in the home ( regardless of
their gender ) may prov~de mO:l:"e'stimulation and
emot.LoneI secllrity for the child than if there is just
one parent. In addition, in order to try and mitigate
the loss of income' '''eiatedwith father absence, the
single-mother may spend increased amounts of time at the
workplace, and thus " mother absence " may be an effect
associated \17iththe loss of the falc.her( Beller and
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Chung, 1992, p.44 ). ~he presence of an additional adult
in the home may also work to alleviate high levels of
role strain found amongst single-mothers ( Kelly and
voydanhoff, in campbell et al,1992 ).

In their comparison of low socio-economic status boys '..Of
f"ingle-motherswho had been exposed to weekly
interact:'...ns with a sUbsti+--'J.temale adult role model
with boys who had not received such exposure, Nelson and
Valliant (1993) found the personality adjustment of the!
former group to be more positive than that of the
latter. While this research indicates the benefits to
the boy of a single-mother of spending time interacting
with an additional adult, it does not indicate wh€itLher
the benefit's derived depend gpecifically on the gender
of the adult.

studies conducted in the area of juvenile delinquency
have found the presence of an additional adult.'in the
household to be associated vlith lower rates of
delinquency ( Doornbush, 1985 ; Marata, 1986 and
susceptibility to anti$ocial peer pressure ( Steinberg,
1987 ), except wnen the addition~l adult is a st.epfather
( Poornbush, 1985 ; Steinberg, 1987 ).
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4.3.:2.4 Mate:tnal adjusbnent

The separated mother's psy(;;hosocial adjust\:.nent impacts

on the child's. post divorce adjustment as ;Lt influences

the degree to ,,,hich the motihar is ava i.LabLe to the child

on a physical (U1d emotional level ( Buehler.1 1989 ). In

other words" th.e mother's pSY'chosocial adjl\lstment will

impinge strongly on the quality of the motMlr"'child

relationship, ~.:relat.ionship wh,ich has been ,found to be

a vitally important mediating fqcctor in the phild's pos'!;:

divorce adjustment ( ~ach, 1946 II Colley, 19\\)9 i Lyon

and Vanderberg, 1989 ; Peterson ~\t el , 1986, ',and

Mutchler et al~ 1992 ).

In a retrospective study of adultsl whose fatM~rs had

died during their childhood, Hilguard, Newmani:,andFisk

(1960) found that the widowed mot.her s.' ego st~!Emgth was

strongly related tl? the individual~1 adjustment as an

adu Lc , Jensen et al (1981) found a :,elat5.on between

father absenc~ and increased depression and anxiety in

children, but once maternal psychopa.thology and stress

were factored out, these effects ddsappee.red ,

Als<;~.to be. noted is the fact that maternal character

tralts, such I3.S antisocial traits I may negatively impact

on chi.Ld well'''being independently of factors associated

with father absence.
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Bank, Forgatch, Patterson and Fetrow (1993) note th,r~
association found between antisocial qualities in
divorced mothers and conduct disorders in boys in the
literature. Lahey, in Capaldi et al (1991) ar..~ues that
the association between conduct disiorr~r and parental
antisocial behaviour, and between parental antifiocial .
behavio.ur and divorce, is a confounding v,'il':'iablein the
association between parental divorce and conduct
problems. In accordance with this view Matsueda and
Heifner (1987) argue that researchers tend to assume that
pairentis are transmitting conventional norms and
definitions of behaviour to their children. When
children in single-mother homes are found to lack
conventional morality it is assumed that this is due to
the absence of the father figure. An alternative
explanation may be that antisocial behaviour amongst
such children is fostered by the type of morality
communicated. by the father before he left or the type of
mor.1lity communicated by the mother.

4~3.2.5 Parenting skills

Discipline problems have been found to occur freqt.lently
in single parent families, especially just. after the
divorce ( Doornbus.h et al, 1985 i Hetheri)').gt:.onet alt
1977 ; Simmons et al, (1993) and Steinbergd1981j).
Astone and McLanahan (1991), who \l7ereable to compare
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post, divorce, found that marital disruption was fOllowed
by a t \duction in the time spent. monitoring homew01.k and
supervising children, and a reduction in parent-child
dommunication. MCCord, in Patterson et al (1984) found
that the probability of children being adequg.tely
supervised was 0.70 in intact homes .., 0.50 in homes in
which there was parental conflict and Qf.2'.0 in single
parent homes w'ith a non"'affectioncte mot.her ,

Furthermore, mate.rnal parenting skills, in particular
disciplinary skills, have been identified as one of the
import.ant mechanisms through which the indirect
consequences of father absence impact on the child. The
level of strelSS to which the mother i::J exposed ( Gaines I

Sandgrund, Green and Power, 1978 ; Kretch and Johnston,
1992 ; Nelson, 1993 ) and maternal adjustment Simons,
Beuman, Conger and Chao, 1993 ) have been found to be
associated \'lithinadequate and .abuad.ve per-ent.Lnq ,

Linked to the single-mather's experience of stress is
is the finding that social support has been found to
impact indirectly on 1;Iarerrtalpr'acb.Laes through the
influence it has on tl1',\7mother's psychological wnll-
being ( Simons et aI, 1993 ). Colleta (1979) fCiXfid that
single-mothers low on social support were significantly
more punitive and less nurturcmt .than those high on
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social support~

A link between disciplinary practice and sC)cio-economic
status has also been well established. Bronfenbrenner,
in Hoffman (1960) reports that working clt,:\ssparents
approach child rearing in a more; traditional manner than
de middle cLass parents. The workii~9''''classappr-oach
foc~ses on obedience, while middle-class approaches
focus on the needs of the child and take cognis~nce of
modern developments in thinking on child development.
That middle class parents employ disciplinary approache'?
more conducive to healthy adjustment in children than d:)

Working class parents has been supported by various
studies ( Biller, 1970 ; Colleta, 1979, and Hoffman,
1960 ). Bank et al (1993) found socie-economic
disadvantage to impact on antisocial behaviour in boys
through the influence t.:hisvariable had on the sillgle-
mother's family management practicp.s.

Althou~rh numerous disciplinary techniqueS have been
Ldent.Lf'Led by researchers these may be categorized under
one of four basic approaches.

Inductive techniques involve pointing out to the child
the direct consequences of hid behaviour, and
encouraging the child t·,) teco£,ul.,ethe impact his
behaviour will have on uehers t limit setting.~ providing
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explanations for the child and encouraging 'I:hechild to
express his own ideas. Hoffman (1963) suggests that
these techniques owe their ef£~ctiveness to the
following inherent characteristics.
(a) 'r'hemessage content involved gives the child
information concerning pa\t"entalvalues thus allowing
for increased identificat.io)l wit~l the parent to occur.
(b) Creating an awarenesS within the child of the needs
of others.
(c) Drawing on the child's natural capacity for
empathy.

Power assertive technigue~ involve corpoze I punislunent,
threats, belittling and giving conunands without
explaining the rationale behinq them ( Hart et al,1992).
Hoffman (1963) characterize~ this approach as drawing
upon parental powd~r or status to force the child to
modify behaviour ~lithout providing any reason or
compensation for the required alteration in behaviour.
He goes on to argue that such techniques depriv$ the
child of information and experiences that will assist in
dew"lloping an internaliz€id set of controls. tmpu Lse

contro 1 fostered in this way """illbe based on fear of
punishment, particularly by authority figures.

Love wi thdra.wal techni.gues involve the parent directly
expressing ,angE.lror disapproval at ttle child's actions
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in a non+physLca.l way. By withdrawing love the parent is

focusing the child I s attention on the ne,g-ative

ccnsequences (ie. loss of love ) the action has for

the child. Hoffman (1963) specu.Laces t,hat the love

withdrawal. technique draws on the child 15\ need for

approval and thus encourages the control of impulses in

order to g.a\in such approval.

Plnally, the permissive ~renting ~proac:t\ allows the

child to largely make his own decisi.ons and requires

little impulse control and maturity,f;rom the child

( Ba'ltmrind, in Doornbush et aI, 1985 ).

Different disciplinary appr-oaches have been associated

with different behavioural manifestations in children.

Children ~Nhoseparents employ a predominantly inductive

approach have been found to be less disruptive and more.
pr-osoc.La.l ( Hart et aI, 1992 ) to show greats!'

consideration for others ( Hoffman, 1963 ) and to be

more Elocially respon.sible and assertive ( Doornbush at

aI, 1985 ) and to be more advanced ~n terms of their

moral judgement capacities ( Hoffman, 1963 ; Hoffman and

Salzstein, 1967 ; parikh, 1990 ).

In contrast, power assertive techniques bave been found

to be associated with hostility and related drives

( Hoffman, 1963 ), and antisocial behaviour ( Baldwin
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and Skinner, 1989 ). Hoffman (196$) speculates that tk-e
employment ot such techniques leads to the build-Up of
hostility within the child, a need to assert power over
others, and an increased desire to resist attempts by
others to influence him. With regard to moral

tdevelopment Hqffman (1963) has found that power
assertive techniques tend to produce a moral orientation
which has its roots in fear of authority. The findings
of subsequent stUdies have supported this association
between low levels of moral judgement and poWer
assertive techniques ( Hoffman et aI, 1967 ; Shoffeitf
in Parikh, 1980 ).

LOVe withdrawal appears to be associated with LmpuLre

control, decr eaaed ,expression of hostility and an
increased tendency to seek nurturance from adults
(Hoffman, 1963 ). This approach has not been found to
correlate significantly with moral judqement; ( Hoffman
at aI, 1967 ; Shoffeit, in Parikh, 1980 ).

FinallYr permissive parenting has been found to
encourage aggression, impulsivity, irresponsibility,
lack of independence ( Baumrind, in Doornbush et aI,
1985 ) and high levels of deviance ( Dodrnbush et aI,
1985 ).

FUrther evidence of the impor:tantlink between
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disciplinary approaches and child adjustment is provided
by the effectiveness of clinical intervent.ions, aimed at
improving parental skills, in r'eduo.i.nqantisocial
behaviour in children ( Bank et alf 1993 ).

An. interesting point with regard to disciplinary
practices and moral development made by Roffman (1963,
p.310) is that in psychoanalytic theory th~.uperego is
seen as beittg.II a potentially harmiul psychological
'force - something to be tolerated only as a necessity o:f
social existence or reduced to a bearable level in
treatment ". Following this argument he speculated that
high scores obtained on parental identification, ability
to resist temptation and guilt associated with
transgre.ssion may be reflective of pathological procesf~
associated with a harsh and punitiv'e superego rather
than a healthy balance batt-/eel'impulse and moral
standards.

Hoffman et a1, (1967) differentiated between subjectf'
with ~ humanistic moral orientation and thos~ with a
more conventionally punitive one. The fo:r:mergroup took
account of extenuating circumstances and human need in
making meral judgements, while the latter tended to
focus on convention and authority and exclude
consideration of circumstances in making moral
judgements. The former group were also able to bear the
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anxiety associated with contemplating a transgression,
and guilt associated with transgressions was moderated
by the severity of the consequences. Xn contrast, th.e
conventional group tended to lump minor with serious
consequences. An association was found between parental
disciplinary practices and these two orientations.
Mothers of the conventiona.l group more frequently
employed" ego attack II ( Hottman et aI, 1967, p.311
techniques, eg. " can't you do anything right "',while
the mothers of the humanistic group more freque.ntly
e:xpressed disappointment in the child for failing to
live up to their expectations.

walker and Taylor (1991) identified parental dd.soussi.on
style as being an important factor influencing .lavels of
moral judgement. Styles characterized by supportive and
representational interactions < ask.ingchild's opiniQ!).,
asking for clarification, ensuring that the child
understands, and paraphrasing ) were associated with
advanced judgement.

In contrast, operational ( challenging the child's
statements, critisizing the child's position and
providing counter....arguments ) and informative discussion
style were associated with limited advancement in moral
deve Lcpment., Walker and Taylor (1991) speculate that
operational and informative styles may be perceived by
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the ch.~ldas being hostile, critical and patronising and
thus evoke defensiveness in the child rather than
growth.

These findings have been replicated by Holstein, in
Walker at al (1991) and Parikh (19aO) who both found
advanced moral development to be associated with
parental encouragement of child participation.

J

POWers (1~a8) found a positive correlation bet,,,een
levels of moral judgement and non-competitive shariItg of
perspectives ( ie. cognitive stimulation) within the
context of supportive behaviour within the family_
Family conflict, particularly conflict between the
adolescent and the mother, was negatively correlated
with moral judgement.

Developmenta.l.deficits. and adjustment difficulties found
in children from single-mother families may be largely
due to the inadequate parenting skills of certain
mothers. Hoffman (1971) argues that the stress operating
on the single-mother as a result of father absence may
encourage her to focus on irrut'tediaterather than long
term goals in her interactions with the child. The
disciplinary practices she employs w:Lll thus aim at
eVOking immediate compliance from t.he child ( Le , power
assertion )'rather than focusing on techniques such as
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induction which mak~ bigger demands on the single
.": "l., \:

mother1s already limited time and psy:-cho),.ogical
resources.

4.4 Methodological limitations

Research examining the associatiu.~between family
structure and child adjustment has been fraught with
severe methodological inconsistencies which call into
question the validity of many of the results reported in

the literature.

Firstly f many studieb have fa.fledto eorrcro), adequately
for potentially confounding variables such as socio-
economic status and income .(Biller I 1.970 , Edwards,
1987 i Nelson, ,19tt\~ ). certain acudd.es ( Hoffman at aI,
1988 ; Johnson et a,l, 1988 ; parish, 1987, and Siegman,
1900 failed to provide any control for socio-economic
status while othen\ have provided ir"'riequatecontrols.
Sutton~Smith et 0.1 (1968} csntrol1e~ for current socio-
economic status of college st.udents,but failed to
control for sood.o-ieconomi.c statu~ during the.perio~! of
father absence. Kiecolt et a1 (1990), Kinard et a1
(1986)" Murray et al (1990) and Zimp.ies et a1 (1991)
used mothers· leve10f aduca:ion as a control for 80cio-
economic status, which does not adequately control for
changes .Ln income and lifestyle that accompany divorce.
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Door'nbuah et al (1985) categorized subject.s according to
their income level: those earning below 5000 dollars,
from 5000 - 10 000 dollDrs, and over 10 000 dollars.
The income range within each of these categories is very
wide and <thus socio-economic st~\tusWaS not adequately
controlled for.

Beller and Chung (1992) also note that the economic
well"'being of the child in remarried families may be
lower than that suggested by family income. It is
unclear how much of the additional income brought into
the family by remarriage is available for child specific
expenses eq , stepfathers m~y llotbe willing tc;rf Lnanoe
the child's college education. dbldberg et al (1992)
also c.:_ommentsthat in controlling for income, stuciies
have failed to take cognisance of 1) the predictability
of the source of income and 2) the extent to which
income adequately meets the families needs. For example,
an eight member family will require greater Lncome than
a three member family does.

Many studieq have also employed small, non-
representative samples and thus results cannot be
generg,lized to the general family population Edwards,
1987 ). Hudgins et a1 (1973) and Santrook et al (1979)
used small samples which were not randomly selected,
while Brady at al (1986) and peretti et al (1993) used
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sampLes drawn from clinic populations.

A minimum requirement of scientific research is the
provision of a control group ( Kerlinger, 1986 ).
Peretti et al (1993) failed to provide any control group
for their study of childten receiving treatment as a
result of s,ymptomotology associated with parental
divorce. Nelson et al (1993) speculate about the
important fUnction played by a male role model in the
chil.d's development but failed to provide.a comparison
group which controlled for gender of role model.

Edwards (1987) also argues that studies have frequently
used instruments of questionable reliability and
validity to measure dependant variables under
investigation. Gaining and Coleman (1986) critisize
research on family structure as it often draws heavily
on self-report using only a questionaire. A method so
vulnera.ble to in.;iccurateresponding shoUld employ some
method, either gaixling collateral from other individuals
or using a.nadditional measure of the dependant
variable, to gl~ard,against Lnaccnracy. Both Peretti et

al (1993) and Siegman (1966) used self-report without
obtaining collateral in their studies. Other studies
(Brady et aI, 1986 ; Jensen et aI, 1989 ; ~nd Schnayer
et aI, 1989 ) have used maternal ratings to assess
behavioural adjustment in children. This measure of
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adjustment has proven to be problematic as
Griest, Wells and Firehand (1979) found that maternal
symptomotology influences perception of child behaviol,lr.

Bach (1946) and Bach and Bremer (1947) used projective
tests to measure the depelldant variables in which they
were interested. Such instruments are the most
controversial of psychological meaSurements and their
reliability and validity are questionable ( Kerlinger,
19a6 ). The interpretation. of such measures also
involves a great deal of subjectivity.

A further weakness in the s'ingle-m')ther literature is is
that many studies ( Astone et aI, 1991 ; Hoffman, 197J. ;
Parish et all 1987 ; and Stanley et aI, 1986 ) do not
control for duration of father absence. Longitudinal
studies have indicated that sElveral.years lapse between
parental divorce/separation and reorganization of the
family and that adjustment is :fluid during these years
( ~elner, Farber and primavera, 1980 ). In addition,
comparisons of children from var i.ous family structures
often do not take variations within a particular
structure into account. For example, children from
divorced, widowed and never married familiGs ( A6tonl~ et
aL, 1991 ; Johnson, 1986 i Kurdek et aI, 1986 ; Murrc;lY
et aI, 1990 ; and V~n Voorhis at alt 1988 ) are lumped
together into the Single catego.ry of one parent
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families. The s:peCi'ficeffects associated with different
causes of father absence remain uncontrolled.

Fin~lly, the bulk of studies conducted in the area of
father ctbsence have been of lEi cross sectional nature.
such studies I and the acc:ornpl:myingreliance on
correlational analysis, indicate a statistical
ass,~ciation between two vari~l0l.Ets,but are unable to

"I.',

determine cause and effect. Whil~f certain studies have
found an· aSf:lociation between child adjustment
difficulties and divorce, it .is not known whether
divorce caused adjustment dif:Eiculties or/ wqether the
adjustment difficulties contribute topards divorce.
The use of longitudinal designs, which are costly and
time consuming, would remedy 1:he 1.imita,tions associated
with cross sectional studies.

In his review of the method91clgical flaws in the
research literature, Edwards« 1987, p.367 ) concludes
II There are numerous and serious methodological pitfalls
to OVercome. These extend all the way from problems of
sampling and questions of measurement to the choice of
appropriate analytical t.echni.ques "

In conc Lus.Lon, interpretations of resea.rch data. which
explain deficits in chi14 fUnctioning in single-mother

\\

families in terms of the absence of a father-fi'ure er
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se appear to lack validity. The present review of the
literature suggests that;)-,eventsantecedent to, and the
indirect consequences of, father absence appear to
contribute more po'Vterfully to .cl.eficitsin child
functioning noted in such families than father absence
per seD In addition, the mother-child relationship
( in particular, the disciplinary practices employed
within this relationship ) has been. identified as being
the central mechanism through whic!q the indirect
consequences of father absence impinge on the child.

The following chapter reviews child adjustment in
lesbian famil,ies a family structure which represents
a unique form of father absence.
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C:aAP'l'ER 5 ~ RESEARCH ON THE IMPACT OF MATERNAL

J,ESBIANISM ON CHILD DEVE!.oPMENT

Prior to thp;APA'S decision in 1973 to remove
homosexuality from its list of mental diso:1;'ders,
virtually all research in the field was directed at
identifying factors which would shed light on the
etiology of the" illness" ( Stein, 1983 ).
In recent years T"'search has begun to broaden its focus
to a more encompassing eXa111.inationof gay living
patterns.

One area of this lifestyle that is beginning to.reo~~:i.\1'8

increasing attention is homose~ual, particularly
lesbian, parenting. It is only in the last 17 years that
research has been conducced systematically comparing the
children of gay and lesbian parents with the chi.Ldr'en of
heterosexual parents. In the early 1970's ca.sereports
on children of homosexuals began to appear f but, it was
only from 1978 that syst,ematic research on such.children
began to appear in professional journals.

Due to the tendency of law courts to d$ny custooy aLl/or
visitation rights to homosexual parents ( Patterson,
1992 ) research has focused on addressing issues which
militate against lesbian and gay parents in such
proceedings. As a result proposed negative outcomes.of
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homosexual parenting have been investi9ated while other
issues pertaining to such parenting have not yet been
explored.

5.1 Concerns raised in custody litigations

In lit.:i.gationprocedures in which lesbian mothers ha'V'e
been denied custody or visitation rights it has been
argued that a·..,ardingcustody would not be " in the best
interests of the child " .due to the foll,oovlingconcerns :

a. It is feared that being raised by .a sexually atypical
parent will result in abnormal psychosexual development
in the child ( Cramer, 1986 i Dilapi, 1989 ; Golombok,
Spencer and Rutter, 1~83 ; Hall, 1978 )~.

b. Children reared by lesbian parents will be denied
access to male role models < Dilapi, 1989 ).

c. Children will be isolated and rejected by their peers
as a result of the stigma attached to the mother's
sexual orientation ( Cramer, 1986 ; Golombok et aI, 1983
i RaJI, 1978 i Patterson, 1992 ).

d. Children of lesbian parents will be more vUlnerable
to deVeloping Psychological problems ( Golombok et aI,
1963 Patterson, 1992 ).
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e. Lesbian women are unfit parents because
they are mentally ill
they are less maternal and nurturant
'than heterosexual women
due to over-involvement with their partners
they will not allow sUfficient time for the
parent/child relationship

Research conducted on lesbian mothers and their children
has indicated that the bulk of these fears are
unfounded.

5.2 Research into the validity of these concerns

5~2.1 Sexual Identity
Sexual identity has been identified as being made. up of
three components ( Green, 1978 ; Patterson, 1992 ).

Gender identity refers to the persons perception of
themselves as a male or female.

Gender role behaviour refers to engagement in
occupations and behaviours that are cultura,lly labelled
as masculine or feminine.

Sexual Rartner choice which may reflect a homosexual,
heterosexual or bi"'sexual orientation.
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Socia.l learning theory explains the development of
sexual identity within the child in terms of exposure to
role models and direct reinforcement. for Sex-appropriate
behaviours ( Hoeffer, 1981 ). fI'IhllSit would appear that
exposure to a.typical sex role models would encourage
atypical sex role development within the child.

However, research has consistently indicated that
children of lesbian and heterosexual mothers do not
differ in terms of their gender identity or their gender
role behaviours Golombok et aI, 1983 ; Green, 1978 i

Green et aI, 1986 ; Hoeffer, 1981 i Kirkpatrick, Smith
and RoY, 1981 ). In this regard it is interest,ing to
note that daughters of lesbian mothers tend to have a
more flexible gender role o:rientation than those of
heterosexual mothers in that ,they display less sex-typed
preferences ~n their play activities (Green et al,1986).
HO'.l1e'ITer,engagement in opposite sex gender behaviours
was not beyond the normal range.

The sexual orientation of children raised by lesbians
has been found to be predominantly heterosexual
( Golombok at aI, 1983 ;Green, 1978 ) and the incidents
of homosexuality among such children is a.ppl: :>ximately
equivalent to that among the general popula.t,ion ( Clay r

1990 ). The view that lesbian women will .tear homosexual
children also fails to coincide with the fact that most
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homose~uals have heterosexual parents ( Hall, 1978 ).

An explanation for the fact that no evidence of
dd.a+u'rbance of sexual identity amongst children of
lesbian mothers has been found is the fact that the
child does not live in a social vacuum. Children are
exposed to conr~nt.ional family styles through the modia,
television, peer group, etc. Role models for gend$r
acquisition are not provided exclusively by the family
( Green, 1978 ).

A shortcoming of these studies, which sould be kept in
mind when interpreting results, is tha~most of the
children had spent approximately the firs::.two years of
life within the context of a heterosexual home. In this
regard it has been noted that gender identity and sex
role orientation are formed early in the pre-school
year~ ( Rut.ter, in Golornbok et aI, 1983 ).

5.2.2 Exposure to male role model,s

It is frequentlY assumed that being reared within the
context of a lesbian household is equivalent to being
reared,in an environment in which there are no male
adult,sI no expoaur e to heterosexual relationships and
negative attitudrElStowards men. Such an att.itude fails
to recognise that many lesbian women do not have
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negative a,ttitudes towards men. In fact I lesbian mothers
have been found to have better relationships with their
ex SpOUfH~S 'than d.i.vorced heterosexual women have, and
that thEdr children have more frequent contact with
their fa.thers than children of divorced heterosexual
women ( Golombek e~~all 1983 i Hare and Richards, 1993) •

:Kirkpatrick et aI, (1981) also found that lesbian
mothers made stron~~er attempts to ensure that t.heir
children gained exposure to adult men than did slngle
heterosexual mothers.

502.3 Stigmatization and peer interactions

Homosexuals are frequently labelled as being maladjusted
or r.athological. Thus children of gay par-errta may find
themselves growing up in a family that is disapproved of
by society.

Clinic(:tlexperience with children of lesbian mothers
( Kirkpatrick, 1987 ) reveals that such children have
fears regarding how their mothers lesbianism will
Lnf luence t.heir relations with people outside of the
home. While Green (1978) found that only 3 of the 21
children he interviewed recalled being teaSEi:dabout
their mother's sexual orientation, Riddle and Arguelles
( in Cramer, 1986 ) indicate that stigamtization and
peer rejection become more s,Lgnificant during
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adOlescence. They found that 79% of their sample had
encounuez ed negative feedback .,frompeers regardil1g
parental homosexuality.

Du.e to fear of prejudice and discrimination many lesbian
women hisie their sexual orientatibn. This may result in
family members becoming increasin.gly socially isolated.
This problem may be particularly int.ense for the
children in such families who do not have a lesbian/gay
support netvl'orkt.o turn to ( Rohrbaugh, 1992 >

Provision of. a group context for discussing fears
appears ,to be of much benefit for these children
( Lewis, 1980 ).

Studies on the impact parental sexual orientation has on
actual Beer interactions have, on the whole, produced
positive results.

wyers (19a1) finding that 58.6% of children of lesbian
mothers experienced relationship difficulties due to
maternal sexual orientation has not been supported by
other studies. Such children have been found to have
normal peer\relations : the quality of these relations
( Golombok et al, 1983 ) and the children's popularity
and social skills ( Green et al, 1986 ) hav\~ not been
found to differ significantly from tha,t of the off-
spring of heterosexual mothers.
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Huggins (1989) found the self"'(lst.eemof both male and
female adolescents ( an age group most vulnerable to the
effects of peer group stigmatization ) to be unaffected
by maternal sexual orientation. Instead a positive
correlat,.,ionwas found between levels of self-esteem in
the child and. the mother. Interestingly, she found the
s.eif...esteem scores of children of both lesbian and
heterosexual mQthers to be h:.1,gherif the mother had
remarried or was co-habiting .~ith her partner.

5.2.4 Psychological ;functioning

Kirkpatrick at a1. (1981) assessed the psychological
functioning of chl,ldren reared by lesbian and single
heterosexual mothers by means of projective tests and
psychiatric ;i..nte.rviews.No difference in the type or
frequency of pathology WaS found between the two groups.
These findings were supported by a subaequerrt, st'udy
conducted by Golombek et a1 (1.983)1 who, in addition,
noted that the few differences that were detected were
in the direction of psychiatric difficulties being more
common in the heterosexual single-mother group. The
authors speculate that this may be due to the fact that
many of the het€:lrosexual single"'mothers were living
alone and thus did not have access to the .upport
offered '1::0 the lesbian mothers, many of whom were living
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with their partners. The fact that Hot.vedt, Green and
Mandel, in l?olikoff (1990) found that children raised by
lesbian couples were better adjusted emotionally than
those :reared by single lesbian mothers, lends support to
this specualtion.

Further studies measuring locus of control ( puryear, in
Patterson, 1992 ), intelligence ( Green et. aI, 1986 )
and mora' judgement ( Rees, in Patterson, 1992 have
failed to find significant differences in scores
obtained by the children of lesbian and heterosexual
mothers.

5.2.5 Parenting abilities

Despite contentions that lesbian mothers are unfit
parents, various st.Udies indicate that the parenting
abilities and behaviours of gay and heterosexual parents
do not differ significantly ( Hoeffer, 1981 ; Harris and
Turner, 1986 ; Rees, 1980 and that homosexualit.y is
compatible with effective parenting.

In terms of the enccluratJement of sex-
epprcpr-Lat.e behaviours Hoeffer (1981) found the
similarities between lesbian and heterosexual mothers to
be greater than the di.fferences. While lesbian mothers
showed a tendency to prefer a morl? equal mixture of
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masculine and feminine sex type toys for their children,
the mothers choice of play materials and activities for
their children was more influenced by child. preferences
than maternal choice. 'l'hissuggests, that the child 1 s sex
role behaviour is also influenced by models other than
the mother.

Jav,aid.(1993) found that lesbian mothers clid not express
a gr'eater desire for their children to lead a homosexual
life style thap did a comparable group of heterosexual
~,ing1.emothers. However, lesbian mothers did appear to
be more tolerant of possible homosexuality in their
children.

':Sozett.(in Clay (1990), found the ability to nurture to
be unes soo.i.at.edwith sexual orientation, and lesbian and
heterosexual mothers have been found to share similar
maternal ,attitudes. ( Huck-lovland Phelan., 1979 ;

Stein, 1988 ).

Finally, it has been well established that for lesbian
women as fo;r heterosexual women motherhood, rather than
sexual orie.ntatiqn, is the most salient aspect of
identity ( Cramer, 1986 ).

In conclusion, stud1es conducted to date ~aVe not found
growing up in a lesbian hOU.sehold to compromise the
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child's development in any way_ There is also an
'.\.

ind.~cation in the litera,ture ( Golornbok et al, 1983';
Huggins, 1989 ) that child development is enhanced when
the lesbian mother lives with her partner.

Thus in surlUnarising the literat,ure presented in chapters
4/and 5 itcJwould a~peC1r that further research into
a) the f~Ftors which mediate the impact father abp::;!icc
hJs on the child and b) the impact maternal involvement
in a lesbian .relationship ( as opposed to maternal
lesbianism per S,8 ) has on adolescent ( as opposed to
child ) development is needed. This 6~tudy aims to shed

\

further light on these issues by f':!:aminingwhether the
il
!I i\i:p.resenceof the mother's partner in the home enhances
moral judgement in the adolescent and whether the gender
of this partner impacts upon such judgement.
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CliAPTE:R 6 : RESEARCH AIMS AND HlPOTHESE8

The basic aim of the pr~sent study is to determine
whether any significant differences exist in the leve)
qf moral development evidenced by adolescents reared in
homes where their mothers are l';'..ringwith partners as
opposed to those :reared by mot.he.r's who do not live with
their partners. Further, it aims to determine whether
the gender of the.mother's partner is related to moral
development in the adolescent, when the confounding
effects of age and sex of the adolescent;.,and socio-
economf.c status of the family, are conti·oIled.

In ordet" to achd.eve this aim the per.fm..zmance of
adoiescentsl from three different family structures
( lesbian cou.ple,heterosexual single-mot.her and
traditional heterosexual married couples ) on a test of
moral development will be compared. For the sake of
convenience the terms " lesbian couples .•, " single-
mother " and " traditional couples " will from now on be
used to denote these family structures ( when these
terms are used it should be noted that reference is
being made to the adolescents within these family
structures, Who are the subjects of this study, and not
to the parents 1 )
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The problem tb be examined may be stated as follows

IS there a difference in the moral judgement of
adolescents reared by lesbian couples, single-mothers
and traditional couples ?

6.2 R.esearch Hypotheses

Substantive Hypothesis

The scores of a g:i;oupof adolescents reared by lesbian
couples on a measure of moral development will not
differ significantly from thoso of a group reared by

traditional couples but the Scores of both groups will
be significantly higher than the scores of a compal:'able
group of adolescents: reared by single-m()thers.

Null Hypothesis

There will be no significant difference in scores
obtained on c:l measur.e of moral development by a grouTl of
adolescents reared by lesbian couples, single'-mothers
and traditional couples respectively_
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CltlU»TER 7 METHOD

The present study aims to determine whether the presence
of the mother's partner in the home influences moral
jUdgement within the, child, 1!(!.l.1d whether the genc.;erof
this partner impacts upon such, judgement.

In order to achieve this a.im, the performance on a test
of moral judgement of adolescents reared by lesbian
couples is compared with the, ~/e;r~ormanceof a comparable
group of adolescents rai.sed by single-mothers and a
group raised by t.raditional couples.

7.1 Sample size

The orig:inal sample was comprised of 48 adolescent
sUbjects but six protocols had to be discarded as they
were invalid -two protocols from each sub ....group proved
to be invalid.

The final sample group uihus consisted of 42 subjects
divided into three sub-groups on ·the basis of family
structure. Each sub-sample was comprised of a total of
14 subjects.
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1.2 Sample composition

1 .2.1 GaD.eral Dempgraphic Data

The entire sample consisted of 42 subjects, and the
distribution of variables on wh.icllthe subjects were
matched was as follows :

7.2.1.1 Age

The subjects ranged from 13 to 21 years in age.
Adolescence is the stage during which cognitive
development is characterized by the consolidation of
concrete-operational thought, Hill, in Santrock (1986)
and the development of the ability to engage in formal
operational thought. Thus during this stage diversity in
level of moral judgement is likely to be great. Older
subjects were not used as it was felt that the impact
home environment has on moral Judgement of individu~ls
would be lessened by the competing influence of events
such as college attendance, marriage, etc.
The mean age of the group was i7.6 years with a standard
deviation of 2.4 years. Subjects from th~ different
groups Were matched in terms of age as far as possible
( with no more than a twelve month leeway being allowed
in this regard ).
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Table :1. reflects the age distribution of subjects within
the different groups.

+-----~-+-------------------~------------+----~--+
I AGE l-----~---+--------+-------------l Total iI I Lesbian I single I Traditional I I+---~---+---------+--------+-------------+-------+I 21 I 2 'I 3 I 2 I 7 I
I 20 I 1 1 I 2 I 4 I

19 I 2 I 1 I 1 I 4
18 I 3 I' 3 I 3 I 9
17 I 1 I 2 1 I 4
16 I 1 ! 0 1 I 2
15 I 3 t 3 3 I 9
14 I 0 I 0 0 I 0
13 I 1 ill I 3 I+-------+---------+-------~+w------------+-------+I Total I 14 I 14 14 I 42 I+--.--~-+--------~+----~~--+-------------+-------+I Mean I 17.5 I 17.7 I 1746 I+-------+---------+--------+-------------+

Table 1: Age Distribution o:f the Sample.

AS can be seen trom the above table, there is li.ttle
discrepancy in the dist.ribuit.ionof age across the
different groups. The mean ages of the lesbia.n couple,
singl~~-moth.er and traditional couple group~1 were 17.5

years, 17.7 years and 17.6 years respectively.

7.2 .•1.2 Sex

The group was made up of 15 males and 27 females.
In each sub-group there were 5 males and 9 females.
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7.2.1.3 Residential Area

The sample was drawn from a wide range of areas in the
PW"V region ~nd a diverse spectrum of socia-economic
levels. was represented in the sample.

1.3 Composition of the sub-groups

7.3.1 The children of lesbian couples

InclUsion of subjects into this group was based on the
following criteria :

'rhe subject. Was living with his/her mother, who was
separated/divorced from the subject's father and was
involved in a co-habiting lesbian relationship of at
3.east two years duration. The reasons for stipulating a
minimum time period for dU:t"ationof relationship were
twofold
a) TO control for the impact initial conflicts in a
relationship may have on the adolescent's moral
judgement.
b) ~o ensure that the adolescent bad been exposed to the
altered family structure for a SUfficient time period to
allow the influences associated with this structure to
take effect.
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Table 2 outlines the distribution of age ..and sex within

this ~ubgroup.

+--~--~-+~~-~--+--------+I AGE I MALE .L FEMALI!: I
I 21 I 2 I 0 I
I 20 I 1 I 0 I
I 19 I 1 I·' ~3 I"
1 18 I ~ II ~.~ I 0 I i I
I 15 I 0 ,3 I
I 14 i' 0 I 0 I
I 13 I " 1 I 0 I+-------+~-----+--------+I TOTAL·I § I 9' I+-----~-+~~----+-----~--+,.. """

Table 2: Distribution of age and sex

in the Lesbian couple sub;"'g'r:oup.

Further dernograpbJ'b(,characteristics of this sub-group

are presented below :

\)

1.3.1.1 Period of separation from father

The length of time for which the sub[eotis ' 1if\\i)thershad.
i,' . \\

b~en s~parated;divorced ranged from 4 yea.9:-sto 18 years I

',rvith a aean of 12.4 years and a standard deviation of

3.8 years.
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Table 3 reflects the number of years for which mothers
of these subjects had been separated or divorced.

+-------+----------~+I YEARS I FREQUENCY I+-----~-+-----------+I 17-30 I 2 I
I 13~16 I 5 I
.1 9-12 I 6 I
I 5- 8 I 0 I
I 1... 4 I 1 I
I TOTAL! I 14

Table 3: Number at yea.rs sepq,rated/divorced
from husband. ( Lesbian couple families.)

7•3•1.2 Duration of cuzrenc rela'tionshi.p

A minimum cut-off point :ar duration of current
relationship was set at two years. The mean duration of
the r131ationship between lesbian mothers and their
partners was 7 years, with a standard devieltion of 3.3
years. The number of years for which the var i.ous couples
had been involved is represented in Table 4.

+-------+-----------+I YEARS I FREQUENCY I
+-------+- ...--- ....-_-..---+

13-15 I 1
10-12 1 3
7 ... 9 "I 24- 6 7

I 1- 3 I 1+-------+-----------+I TOTAL I 14 I+-------+M----------+
Table 4: Duration of current relationship.
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7.3 .•1.3 Duration of involvement in lesbian
relationships

The number of years for which mothers had ,been actively
engaged in lesbian relationships ranged from 4 years to
20 years, as is reflected in Table 5.

+--~-~--+-----------+I YEARS I FREQVl)h"\y I+-------+-----~ .~-+I 17-20 I 1 I
I 13-16 I 3 I
I 9...12. I 4 I
I 5- 8 I 5 I
I 1- 4 .' 1 II I, I+-------+~-------~--+I TOTAL I 14 I+-_ ...----+...--_......_---...+
Table 5: Duration of involvement in Lesbian

relationships.

TWo of the subjects in the group had been reared within
a l~sbian mother household since shortly after birth,
with the mean dUration of t.ime spent in euch a family
structure being 10.9 years.

Disclosure of sexual orientation

A dilemma facing many lesbian mothers is whether or not
to disclose thl::lirsexual orient.atioD to their children.
In the present study 10 subjects were aware of their
mother's sexual orientation, and 4 Subjects were, to the

t er's knowle
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1.3 ..2. Children of single heterosexual mothers

Subjects included in this group were adolescents from
single-mother families who had been living in such
families for a period of at least 2 years. For the sake
of convenience this group will be referred to as 6ingle-
mothers which refers not to their marital status per se
but to the absence of. someone subjectively perceived to
have the status of a partner living in the horne. These
subjects were matched with the lesbian couple group as

far as possible in terms of age and sex of the
adolescent,and rf;!sidential area, which served as a rough
index of the soc i.o+economdc status of the family.

Table 6 reflects the distribution of age and sex within
this sub-group.

+-------+--~---+--------+I J.).GE I MALE I FEMALE I+-------+-~-~--+--------+
:21 I 3 I 0 I
:20 0 'it 1 'I

19 1, a I

:L8 0 I 3 I
J.7 0 I 2 I
16 0 I 0 I
15 0 I 3 I
14 0 I 0 I
13 l' 0 'I , I I+-------+------+--------+I TOTAL I 5 I 9 I+-----.-+-----~+--------+

Table 6: Distribution of age and sex in single-mother
sub-group.
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7.3.2.1 Number of years separated from father

The profile of this group in relation to number of 'Years
sep~rntp.d from fathers, is reflected in Table 7.

+------~+-----------+I YEARS I FREQUENCY I+~------+------~~---+I 17-20 I 1 I
I 13~16 I 1 I
I 9-12 I 5 I
I 5- 8 I 3 I
I 1- 4 I 4 Ir I I+-------+-----------+I TOTAL I 14 I+--_._--+-----------+
Table 7: Number of years separat~d from

father. ( Single-mother families.)

Subjects had thus lived apart from their father~. and in
a situation in which their mothers did not have a
p.artner living in the home for a period ranging from 2
years to 17 years, with a mean of 8.2 years and a
standard deviation of 4.4 years.

7.3. :3 Children of tl-aditiolilal couples

This group consisted of adolescents from traditional
mother/father family structures matched with the lesbian
and single-mother groups as far as possible in terms of
age, sex and socio-economic status. This group had been
living in its current family structure for a minimum
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+-------+~-----+--------+I AGE I 11P~.lJE I FEMALE I+-----~-+-~----+--------+
I 21 I 2 I 0
I 20 I 1 I 1
I 19 I 1 I 0
I 18 I 0 I 3
I 17 I 0 I 1
I 16 I 0 I 1
I 15 I Q I 3
I 14 I o I 0
I 13 I 1 I 0 I+~------+------+--------+
I TOTAL I 5 I 9 I+-------+------+_ ....__....-...-+
Table 8: bistributinn of age tind sex

in the Traditional sub-group.

7.~ f.ampleselection

As previously indicated the) subject~ included in the
sample were not randomly selected, as there were many
difficulties associated with obtaining a sample of
adolescents living with lesbian parents und this
prohibited the use of such a selection procedure.

Subjects included in the lesbian couple group were
obtained by means of the I friendship pyramid I Qr
..snowballing' procedure ( Knight, 1989 ). The
researcher was referrE;!dto lesbian couples who had
adolescent children by friends. Permission was obtia i.ned
to contact the adolescents regardi.ng the study, and t.he
mothers were then requested to refer the researcher to
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other lesbian couples with children.

Subjects included in the lesbian couple g~pup were also
asked to I'efer the researcher to two individuals of the
same age, sex and similar residential area as themselves
who lived with their mother and father. SUbjects in
tllis group Were in turn asked to refer the researcher to
two individuals suit~b1e for inclusion into the single-
mother comparison group. TwO referrals were requested to
make provision for the event of invalid protocols ( see
section 7.5.2 ) and subjects who were unwilling/unable
to participate in the study. A1t;ogether 49 subjects were
approaclled and 48 agreed to participate in the study.
The subject who was u.nable to participate came ft'om the
single-mother group

7.S Measuring ins'truments

Demographic data was collected in the first instance
through telephonic contact with the mothers of the
subjects ( s:eeAppendix B ). In the second instance it
was collected by attaching a questionaire to the test
booklet ( see Appendix A ).

!oioral Judgement

The instrument emplO}ted to assess the subjects moral
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orientation was Rests (1979) Defining Issues Test (otT;
see Appendix C ). The test haS been widely used and the
reliability and validity of this instrument has been
well established.
R.est (1979) reported internal consistency and test-
retest reliabilities for the DIT to be in the high
0.70's and low 0.80's respectively. Numerous studies
have found that sub'jecvs are unable t.o fake high on the
DIT ( Hau,1990; :McGeorge, 1~75 ; Napier, 1979 ).

7.5.1 Theoretical foundation

The DIT is an objective measure .0£ moral judgement and
is based 011 Kohlberg's (1969) cognitive-developmental
theory of moral jUdgement. Kohlberg (1969) postulated
that moral development pl;'ogressesthrough six stages
which may be divided into three levels in terms of the
moral orientation revealed at each stage. These six
stages of moral de.velopment may be set out as follows

Level I Premoral

'rype 1 Right is defined in terms of obeying
authority and avoiding harm and punishment.

Type 2 Right is defined in terms of facilitating
one's own interests and desires and allowing
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others to do so as well.

Lev~l II Morality of conventional role conformity

Type 3 Individual interests are seen as being
subservient to shared feelings, expectations
and agreements.

Type 4 The focus is on maintaining the social order
and the welfare of society by keeping to the

law and performing one's duty.

Level III Morality of self-accepted moral principles

Type 5 Right is defined in terms of standards that
l"ave been democratically agreed upon.

Type 6 Right is defined in terms of univer-seI ethical
principles.

The DIT measures the SUbjects quantitive usage of each
stage. It also allows a P score to be assigned to the
subject, which reflects the degree of importance the
subject attributes to principled ( stages 5 and 6 )
thinking. In terms of the DIT, stage 5 is further s,ub-
divided into SA and 5B which reflect " the morality of
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humanism II respectively ( Rest, p. 4-3 ).
In addition to tapping the relative importance the
subject gives to each of the stages outlined>J5y Kohlberg
(J.969), the DIT also taps the extent to Hhich the
subject's moral judgements draw on an " anti-
establishment 10 orientation. Such an orientation
" condemns tradition and the existing social order for
its arbitrariness or for its corruption by the rich fer
the exploitation of the poor Il ( Rest, 1979, P 4-3 ),..
Such an orientation may serve as a transitional phase as
the individual progresses from a conventionally based to
a more prinh.iJ;'ledmoral orientation ( Rest, 1979 ).

1.5.2 Structure

The DIT is a recognition rather than a produ.ctiqn test,
and subjects tend to appear more advanced on this test
than they do on Kchlberg's (1973) Moral Judgement
Interview.

The DIT consists of six hypothetical dilemmas in which
..
two moral values are in opposition. .For example, shoUld
Heinz steal an cver--prd.ced dl;:ugwhich he is unable to
afford in order to saVe his wife's life?

The subject iJJ first asked to indicate what he feels the
appropriate Cdurse of action would be. The subject is
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then asked to rate on a 5 point scale ( 17angingfrom

great importance to no importance ) the importance of

twelve issue statements in resolving the dile:nuna. Most

of these statements b.re representative of Kohlberg's

(1969) six stages of moral development. Holt,revert cet't:ain

nonsensical statements are included as reliability

checks.

Finally f the subject is asked to select :Ex'omthe twelve
t •

issue statements the fOUI~statements they conaz.dar to be

most importa.nt, and to rank these in ordez' of

importance. The correspondence between thEI subject 's

rating of the twelve is~ue statements and the ranking of

the four most important statements serves as a further

reliab~lity ch~.,.-;~.In the preseIlt stu.dy six protocols

had to be discarded due to Jack of validity.

7 • 6 Proc(~dure

.H~.ing obtained permiss Lcn from their mothers I each

participant was contacted telephonically by the

researcher. Following a brief description of the

research and an explanation of what particip~\tion would

entail, the researcher asked whether the person would be

willing b.'> participate. A meeting was ,then: arranged to

take pLace i11 their own homes. SUbj~cts Were asked to
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first fill in the demographic questianaire and then to
complete Rest's (1979) PIT.

The length of time spent completing the test differed
for each subject and varied between thirty to sixty
minutes. Rest (1979) suggests that the participant be
encouraged to complete the test within one hour. Prior
to administering the test the resE~archer spent some time
explaining What was required of the sUbject and ensuring
that instructions wer e understood by the subject.
Following completiol:lof the questionaire the researcher
answered queries which the subject had regarding the
research.

7.7 Data analysis

7.7.1 Scoring

Rest (1979) suggests that the DIT may be scored in two
different ways.

a. The P score is the weighted sum of the ranked
principled choices ( stages 5 and 6 ) made by the
sUbject across the six dile~nas. It reflects the
degree of importance attributed to principled tlioral
concerns in making choices regarding the presented
moral dilemmas.
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b. ~he subj~ct may also be classified under a
particular moral stage ( 2,3,4,A,5A,5B, or 6 ) based
on exceptional usage of that stage.

~he P sco~e approach was used in the present study as it
has been found to be the most valLd and reliable Lndex
of moral judgement ( Rest, 1975; ).

7.7.2 Statistical p:rocedl,lresemPloyed

The mean P scores obtained by the three groups were
subjected to statistic,:ilexamination employin~ an
Analysis of Variance pr.ocedure. In addit;i.on,various
descriptive analyses were perfotm~;clor,the data
obtained.

'J.1heresults of these':analyses are presented in the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER ~ RESULTS

The results of various analyses perfo:nned on the data

obtained will be presented in this chapter.

s .1 Statistical comparison of group means

Table 9 reflects the results of a COl111?arisort"I:f "'JUp

P score ( deqree of importance at~crit'Jtad, ." " '~~~d
""., "

:moral concerns ) means using an Analysia' 6,. . itian:d(tc

pzooedur e . The 0.05 sigjuLdcance level was used as tt.)

cut ...off point •
...l-- ... __ .a __ ._+ ...~ ...-+-.- .........---+-- ...-....-...-- ...-+....-- ...'1---+- __...+
IComparison !Df IAnoV'aSS IMean squar-e IF"'value Ipr>F I+...._... .......__........__......+.............w._+~_-.l_ .. __ ........_ .. _ ..........__ ._ ...__ + ....__ _,_ ........+ ..._""'_+

10•631
I ,+----~----------+---~+----~---+----.---~~-+----~--+----+

lLesbian\Single-1 ..I .!
lMother\ ,'2/391 210.33 I
I Traditional I 1

105. Hi I 0.47

TablS 9: Results of an analysis of variance

conducted on the data.

Tab).e 9 indicates that the differences between group

means failed to reach significance ( p > 0.6 ).

{3 .. 2 Overview of performan\~.e on the Defining Issues Test

( DIT )

The results of various descl~iptive analyses conductiad on

the data will be presented.
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8.2.1 Degree of importance attributed to principled
moral concerns

The following group trends emerged upon analysis of
P scoreS obtained by subjects.

+---~-----------+-----~-.-+-------+--~--------+* I '.1 Standard 1

I Groups. Range I Mean I Deviat.ion I
+--- ..-.-..;;;...-------+---------+-------+-------\----+
I Lesbian I 13"65 I 31 II 12.3 I
I Single.-li\other 3-60 I 25.8 14.6
I Traditional I 3"'70 I 29.9 I 16.6 I+---------------+---------+-------+-----------+

* Highest possible Score 95
Lowest Possible Score 0

Tabl(; 10 g Group performance. on the DIT.

Table 10 indicates the mean P score obtained by each
group. The lowest P score obtained was 3 and the
highest was 70, obtained by a traditional couple group
subject. There was less scatter in lesbian couple group
scores chan in the other two groups -particularly
noticeable was the absence of exceptionally low scores
in this group. The lesbian couple group obtained th~
highest mean P score, followed very closely by the
traditional couple group, and, finallY, th,e single-
mother group. The means of the)different g:t:'oupsare
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graphically represent~~d in Figure 1:.

M
E
A 15N

10

5

0

FIGl3RE I:
Group perfor monee on the DIT.
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8. :2 .2 Relation b;et't1'eenfmnily structure and degree of

importance attributed to the different. moral
stage$

The relationehip between degree of importance attributed

to the', different m9ral etages I based on the conversion

of raw scores to standard scores ( see Rest, 1979 ), and

family structure is reflected in Figure II.

1.5r------------~------~----------------------~

M
E
A
N o

....... , " ~ -" " .•...... -_ , _ - _'''', ....,0.5

-'0", 5 .." , " - _, ".-.""" - _ ,..' ""to -._ ." •• " ' '.

-1 4-.._~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~

SlAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 STAGE A STAGE SA STAGE 5B STAGE 6

III LESBIAN _ SINGLE MOTHER 0 TRADITIONAL

FIGURE U
Group means based on conversion of raw
scores to standard scores at euch stage.

As can be seen from Figure II, stage 2 considerations

were endoxaed more frequently by Single-mother subjects

as a whole, in their selection of the four most

ilM.pC)rtantconsider(i\tions in each of the six moral
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moral sta.ge. Stage 4 consideratiorls were endorsed most.
frequently by lesbian couple and t:raditional couple
group subjects.

802.31 GroUp trends which emerged from stage typing of
aubje.cts

8.2.3.1. Number of subjects from each Family st~ucture
representeq in the different moral ~tages

Figure III l1fiflectst.he number of subjects·from each of

the family structures typed under each of the stages
measured by the DIT.
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R LESBIAN _ SINGLE MOTHER 0 TRADITIONAL

FIGURE Hi
Number of subjects from each family

structure and stage of moral development

As can be seen from Figure III, stage 4 Was the modal
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stage type of both traditional and single-mother group
subjects. Lesbian couple group subjects were most
frequently typed under stage 4 and the anti-
establishment stage. It is interesting to note that four
subjects from lesbian family structures were classified
as having an anti-establishment moral orientation while
only one subject from the single-mother group and hone
from the traditional group were so classified.

None of the s't\bjectshad reached stage 6 of Kohlberg's
(1969) moral development hierarchy. This is not unusual
in view of the fact that attainment of this level is
rare ( Kohlberg, in Santrock, 1986 ).

8.2.3.2 Consolidation of moral orientation

with regard stage typing, Rest (1979) has indicated that
a subject may endorse more than one stage to an
exceptional extent ( exceptional being defined as being
one standard deviation above average ). In such an
instance the subject is typed according to the stage
which they have endorsed to the greatest extent, with a
sub-dominant type of the other score exceeding the
aVera,ge by one standard deviation or more. III addition,
certain subjects may not endorse any stage to an
exceptional extent and thus cannot be typed.
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Figure IV represents the number of sUbjects from each
group that were typed, 1) under a single orientation
2) under a mixed orientation ( i.e~ were classified as
having both a dominant and sub-dominant orientation )
3) failed to endorse any orientation to an exceptional
extent.
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C 4
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,._." , ..0- ,_ _ ~ ,•.., ,....,~..,...•, _•...• _n."'"_''' ' _"._ ~., .

SINGLE MIXED UNDEFINED

.. LESBIAN _ SINGLE MOTHER I: .,.:1 TRADITIONAL

FIGURE IV,;
Consolidation of moral orien tation.

The majority of subjects from both the lesbian and
traditional groups nine and eleven subjects
respectively ) had a consolidated moral orientation,
whereas half ( seven ) of the subjects in the single-
mother gro\','I.t'manifested greater inconsistency" in their
approach to moral dilemmas.
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CHAPTER 9 DISCUSSION

In this chapter the results of the present study, which
were briefly outlined in the previous chapter, will be
discussed in greater detail. The focus of the discussion
will be on the extent to which these results support
hypothesized relations between family structure and
moral development in children which emerged from a

review of the literature.

9.1 Summary of results

The aim of the present study was to determine whether
the pr~sence of the mother's partner in the horne
impacted on moral development within the child, a.nd
whether the gender of the partner ( male versus female
influenced moral development. It was hypotlt~!=:5 ':l:lat
the presence of a partner would enhance mor.:al
development Ln the child, and that the gt'"JUderof t~e
partner would not impact significantly on the child's
moral development. Thus, it was hypothesized that while
there would be no differences in the moral judgement
levels of the lesbian couple and ·traditional couple
groups, the mean of the single-mother group would be
significantly lower than the means of the two former
groups.
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Although obtained differences iilgroup mean scores were
in the predicted direction, the differences in regard to
adolescents of single-mothers were not found to be
statistically significant just as tht:.'\differences
between scores of adolescents in lesbian and traditional
couple groups were not found to differ significantly
( Chapter 8.1 ). l'hus, the contention that t...he nature
of the primary relationship in which the mother is
involved ( homosexual versus heterosexual ) does not
affect moral development in the child was not challenged
by the statistical data. However, the contention that
the presence of a partner in the home will enhance moral
development in the child \1/1:\6 not supported.

9.2 Discussion of results

9.2. 1 ltelation between the presence of a partner in the
home and moral development in the child

The finding that there was no significant difference
betwe~n group means obtained by adolescents in the
single-mother group and adolescents in either the
traditional or lesbian couple group was surprising in
view of the fact that a significant body of research
exists ( Chapter 4.1 ; Bach et aI, 1947 i

Bacon et aI, 1966 ; Beller et, 1992 ; Biller, 1970 ;
Glueck e~ aI, 1950 ; Gregory, 1965 ; Kinard et 0.1,1986 ;
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Kurdek et al, 1988 ; Murray et al, 1990 ; Parish, 1987 ;
Peretti et aI, 1993 . Pillay, 1987 i Siegman, 1966 .

I ,
Stanley et al, 1986 i Sutto'1-Smith et al, 1968 ) which
attests to the detrimental impact single-motherhood has
upon various aspects of child development, including
moral development ( Hoffman, 1971 ). No possible
explanations may account :fOrthe incongruence between
the findings of the present study and the r'esu.Ltis of
previous research conducted in the area.

a) ~he present study attempted to control for the
confounding effect age, sex and socio-economic status
may hav-e OT'. moral deve Lopmenz in the ch.i.Ld These
variabler$ have been identified as influencing moral
deve Lr r)rnent.In fact, there is much support for the
notion ( Chapter 4.3.2~1 ; Bane, 1976 ; CObliner, 1963 ;
Hertzog et aI, 1973 ; Riecolt, 1989 ; Rinard et al.1986;
Nelson! 1993 ; Snin, 1978 i Svanum et aI, 1987 ) that it
is not the father absence associated with single-
motherhood that negatively impacts upon various indices
of child development, but rather the lowered income a:'1d
socio-economic status which inevit&bly accompanies this
absence. Thus the findings of the present study add to
the growing body of research studi,~c:;whd ch attribute
developmental deficits noted in children of $ingle-
mothers to the indirect socio-economic consequences of
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indicating that when socio-economic status is
controlledr discrepancies between indices of moral
development. in chaLdren from feltherabsent and father
present families diminish.

b) Secondly I it must be noted t,hatthe finding of
non-significant dif.ferences between group means may be
due to the small size of the sample empLoyed in the
present s·tudy.This limitation of the study receives
fUrther attention in section 9.3.1.

A ..?ointthat is also worth noting before concluding this
section is that in spite of the absence of significant
differenl.,,;esbetween group means certain qualitative
indicators emerged which suggested that the performance
of the single-mother group was compromised to a c,jgree
in comparison with the performance of the two groups
comi.ng from homes characterised by the presence of the
motihez ' s partner in the home. Firstly I stage 2
considerations were more popular amongst single-mother
group subjects as a whole that considerations from any
othor stage. In contrast, lesbian and traditional couple
group subjects on the whole favoured the more advanced
stage 4 considerations. In addition,. single"'"mother
group SUbjects evidenced less consolidation itltheir
thinking regard.1.11gmoral issues than did lesbi,~n and
traditional group subjects.
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9.2 .2 Relation between.maternal sexual orienta'tion and

moral developmEmtin the child

The abaence of significant differences betweer.;the means
of the three different. groups supports the cOIlclusion,
based on previous research studies Chaptelt!5.2 ;
Golombok et aI, 1983 ; Green, 1978 ; Green 1StaI, 1986 i

Hoeffer, 1981. ; Huggills, 1989 ; Kirkpatrick at al,1981 )

that maternal lesbianism does not have a ne£fative impact
on child developmant. In accordance with the preliminary
findings of Golombok et:al (1983) and Hotvedt et aI,
(1990) that th(~psychological adjustment of children
rt,.isedby lesbian coupLea was superior 'tothat: of
children raised by single-mothers ( lesbian or
heterosexual ), the present study found that differences
in mO'.raldevelopment bet~,een children raised by lesbian
coup.Lea and t.hoae raised by heterosexual sLnqLe-rnot.hers,
although not statistically significant, Were in the
direct:lon of enhanced moral development amongst the
former group.

It is also interesting to note the absence of a
significant difference between the means of the
traditional and lesbian mother group. In spite of the
fact that in the present study all of the subjects
included in the lesbian mother group had experienced th.,::
diVorce/separation of their biological parents, an ev<;nt
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whi.ch has been found to be associated with developmental

de:i:icitel in the child Chapter 4. 3•1 ; HoLmanat aI,

19138 ; Kurdek, 1991 ; Rasch}:eet aL, 1979 ; Slater et

aI, 1984 ), the moral development of this group was not

found to be compromised in any way in comparison with

that of the traditional group.

The findings of the present study t.hua allow a qreater

degree of confidence to be invested in the conc1usion

that maternal lesbianism does not ."Ipeh:.'tnegi3.tively upon

child development.

In view of the fact that manyof the discrimi;natory

practises employed by social institutions in relation to

lesbian parents ( Chapter 2.1 ) have their roots in the

my't:.hthat the moral character of lesbian individuals is

questionable, the finding of the present study that the

moral deve.Lopment; of children reared by lesbian couples

is in no Wi3.Ycompromised, makes an important

contr.ibutic.m to !'esearch in the area.

As has alrady been ind,icated the results of the present

study provide support tor the argument that:. controlling

for the lowered socio-economic status ..which frequently

accompanies single-motherhood contributes si'gniiicantly

towards reducing developmental deficits which have been

noted in children reared in such family structures. In
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addition, the results indicate that maternal sexual
orientation does not impact negatively upon the child's
moxa.I development. In the light of these findingf:3, it is
suggested that current legal and social practises which

\

discriminate, against the parenting rights of individuals
on the basis of their sexual orientation, need to be
reviewed.

While the present study has made an important
contribution to existing research knowledge, it has been
sub jeot, to certain limitations, which will be d.i.acuased

in the next section.

9.3 llimitations of the study

9.3.1 One of the major limitations ~f the study was the
small size of the sample .•As previously indicated,
research access to the children of lesbian mothers is
limited by the fac'!.:that mothers fear discriminatio.n and,
custody concerns should their sexual orientation be
publically disclosed ( PageJ.owI 1980 ). Identification
of subjects for inclusion in the study p:r;ovedto be ver~r
difficult, and small sample size was an insurmountable
limitation of the study.

In this regard, Kerlinger (1986) cautions against the
USe of smali samples as they reduce the accuracy and
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power of statistical procedures. The use of small samples, as a result, increases

the likelihood of making a type IIerror in the lnterpretctlon of research results, (J

Duckett, Personal Communication j, which involves accepting the null

hypothesis when It isactually false ( Runyon and Haber 1980J. Thusactual

differences which existed between the sub-groups of the present study may

have been masked as a result of the small sample size.

9.3.2 A further limitation which emerged as a result of the difficuliy encountered

in identifying subjects for inclusion in the study WdS that subjects were drown from
,. .. . .. .".

a fairly wide age range (13~21 years of age). Thisfactor may have been

responsible for the large standard Deviation which characterised the scores

within each of the sub-groups, and may thus have masked actual differences

which existed between the sub-groups

9.3.3 The present study also failed to assessa) whether the mothers of

adolescents in the lesbian and traditional couple groups perceived the partner

with whom they co-habited as being supportive and b) the disclpllnorv

approach adopted bY the mothers of adolescents in each sub-croup. Obtaining

information on these variables may have allowed greater clarity on the

relationship between variables of interest in thisstudy to have emerged. It is

~uggested that future research in this area take these variables into

conslderotlon

9.~~.4In addition, the non-random selection of subjects used in the present study

lim\ts the generalizability of the findings. It isalso important to note thot, in
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general, the subjects included in the lesbian mother
sample were born into, and reared, within the context of
a heterosexual household for thl9first few years of
their life, and thus the findin~Tsof the stu~y cannot be
generalized to children born into a lesbian family.

9.3.4 The use of Rest's (1979) 'DI'!'to measure moral
development was problematic in certain regards.
While this test is a paper and pencil measure of moral
juq,gement and thus allows for quick and easy

'\

aWninistration and objective scoring, the fact that it
is a recognition rather than a production task limits
tbe degree of input the subject may contribute, whiCh
means that1valuaple information regarding the subjects
approach tip moral dilemmas is lost. In this regard many
subjects expressed f:tustration at having to approach the
dilenuncls.interms of pre-determined considerations, and
one subje<!t noted " None of the considerations which I
consider lmportant have been 'listed II beneath her
response to a p~lrticular dilemma.

In addition to the above-mentioned difficulty, the DIT
is a limited measure of moral development in that it
foc'uses on the cognitive aspecus of morality, and fails
t,oprovide information on tht~affective and behavioural
dimensions of this construct. Future research may
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projective tests, which tap moral emotions such as
guilt, etc., and also behavioural observations to gain a
more comprehensive understanding of the subjects moral
:functioning.

9.4 Implications for future research

The implications fo~ future tesearch which have emerged
from the present study are twofold. IHrstly, until
recently research in the area of child adjustment in
lesbian and gay families has been motivated by
homophobic and heterosexist concerns~ and has tended to
focus on the possible negative consequences of being
reared within such a family structure may have for the
child ( Patterson, 1992 ).

Future research may broaden its perspective and
concentrate em issues such as the possible benefits
growing up in such families may have, identifying
factors which promote optimal child development in such
f:amil.ies, etc.

Secondly, it is vitally important that, despite the
difficulties involved, future studies recruit larger
samples in order that more statistically meaningful
results may be obtained.
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APPENDIX A

( Demographic questionaire given to le,b.ian couple group
subjects. )

Age 13. •. 14... 15,.. , 16... 17... 1A.•.

19•.. 20 ••. 21•••

Gender Male ... Female .••

R.esidential
Area

Name and telephone number of two people (
botsh their mother and father ) of the same agel'"gender
and residential area as yourself.
Name iii"" It • " .~ • It.• -. • • ... surname . ill' ••••• ',' •• iii •• iii •• iii

~elephone number ...••••.•...•.•
Na.xne ;." u ..... " ,. ••••• iii Sur11ame iIIr- a • ., lit ••••••• ~,-j. }t • ,..

Telephone nUmbe:r ........•..•...



APPENJ)I.,!{ A

( Oemt.::raphicquestionaire given to traditional couple
(,'

group subjects. )
J)
1/

Age 13... 14.•• 15..• 16•.. 17 ... 18••.
19 ..•. 20 ••. 21 .••

Gender, Male Female ." " .. , ..

Residential
Area

:i .' ..:

Name aridtelephone numper of tt,,·opeople ( living with
l/

only their mother ) of the sarne age, gender and
residential area as yourself who may be contacted to
complete th~s questionaire.
Name D. '•• 'D ill •.•• '•• It • 0 ci Surname
Telephone number ••.•.•...•...••
Narne ••. Iii • " •• 0 ill .... II • Surname .. ill fi •• 0 •• ill Q .... it •

Telephone pumber •••~•••...•••.•



APPENDIX A
C Demographic?<;Iues'tionaire giyen to s~ngle-mother group,
subjects. )

Age 13~.. 14..• 15•.. 16••. ~7 ••• lB••.
20 ••• 21 ••.•

Residential
Area ••. '" ••. ~ II , ••••• G • 11 it ~ " • 0 0 •• ~ •• 110 lit ..

For how long have your parents been separated/divorced
eg. 3 years .11 0 III ••• ",!, ••••••••• I» • fI\ .' i' ••••••



APPENDIX B

Telephonic interview with:Jlothers of lesbian group
subjects.

i1. What: is the duration o:fYour current relationship?
:2. 00 you live wi.th your partner ?

3. Is your Child aW.9-rethat you are gay ?
Ii

4. For how many years have you been separatedlcUvorced
:from your husband ?

5. For how many years have you been actively involved
in gay relationships ?
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Dear Participant

I am an MA(eli n Psych) student at the Univers i ty of the Witwatersrand and
I am currently researching the way in which fami ly structure impacts upon the
individual:s mora.i judgement. Your par-t rctpet.ion in this study wt l.l help to
further insight into this area.

You wi 11 be "Isked to read six stories. 'each containing a moral dilemma.
Foll owinq this you will be asked to rate items acccrdirtq to their importance
in findinG a solution to the g~ven dilemma. Please answer as honestly.and as
openl y as possible. bearinq in mind that there are no right or wrong answers ('
and what I am interested in is your opinion.

r would like to assure ypu that vour answers will be tre,ated as strictly
confidential. Under no ct rcunstance will your answers beused for anvthing other
than this studv. In order to ansur-e confidentiality you will be identified by
number rather than by name. Fdllowino completion of the study the quest.i onet re
you have completed will be destroyed.

Please remember that vour' partIcipation is comoletelv voluntary and you, are free
to discontinue 'your Darticlpatllon at any stage.

Should vou have any enquiries regarding the study please feel free to ask me
quest ions. Alternati ve.ly. I rna);\be contacted at 011 487 3302.

\\.
Thank you for vour help.
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Opiniol'lS about Social Problems

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us understand how people think about social problems. Different people have

different opinions abo~ltquestions of risht and wrong. There are no "right" answers to sach problems in the way that mat '1

problems have right :ulSWed>.We .w.ould like yo.',I to tel! us what you thiulc about several problem stories.

You will be asked to read III story from this booklet, Then you wilt be asked to mark your answers on II separate answer sheet,

with a 112 pencil. Please cross the square clearly,

The identification Number at the top of the answer sheet may already 00 filled in when you receive your materials. If not,

you will receive s{'\-Cialinstructions about how to fill in that number.

In this questionnaire you will be asked to read a story and then to place marks on the answer sheet. In order to illustrate how

we would like you to do this, consider the following story:

Frank and the Car

Frank Jones has been thinking about buying a car. He is married, has two small children

ami earns an average income. The car he buys will be his family's only car. II will be used

mostly 10 get to work and drive around 10Wh, btu sometimes for vacation trips also. In trying

10 decide wha: car to buy, Frank Jones realised thai there were a lot of questions 10 consider.

For instance, should be buy a larger used car or a smaller new car for about the Same

amount of money? Other questions occur to him.

We note that this is not really a ~ial problem, but it win illustrate our instructions.

first on the answer sheet for each story you will be asked to indicate your recommendation for what person should do. If ;·ou

tend to favour one action or another (even if you ate not completely sure), indicate which one. If you do not favour either

action, mark the square by "can't decide".

Second, read each of the items numbered' 1 to 12. Think: of the issue that the item is raising. If that issue is important in
making l\ decision, one W1l.yor the other. thea mark it by "great". If that issue is relevant but not critical, mark "much",

"some", n~ "little" w_ depending on how much importance that issue has in your opinion. You may mark several items as

"great" or any other level of importance) - there is no fixed number of items that must be marked at anyone level.

Thit,.~~after you have made your marks along the left hand side of each of the 1'2 items, that at the bottom you will be asked

to choose the item that is the most important consideration out of all the items printed there. Pick from among the items



provided even if you think that none of the Items are of •great" importance. Of !.he items that are presented there, pick one
as the '. ..' ,\

most Important (relative eo the others), then the second most important, Ulir!1.lU1d fourth most important.

FRANK AND THE CAR [] Buy a new car ~. Buy used caro ~'tDecide

No

x I. Whether the car dealer was in the same block as where Frank lives

x 2. Would a used car be more economical in fhe Ictlg run iban a new Car

3. Whether the colour was green, Frank's favourite colour

IX 4.. Whether the cubic inch displacement WI!$ at least 200

5. Would II large, roomy car be better than a compact car

IX 6. Whether the frontconnibilies Were differani

., " 7 Q

M"., imnnrl~nl ;,,, ... , In II ,.,R Q5 6

~ ..,;
'{ ~
~ ....6....

Third moo"

•n .. ,...I

III " ,,,
I II Q

I~ " '"., .. ,n" Q7

Note that in our Sample {espon5e:J, the first Item Was conslde'red irrelevl1l;t; the second item WSt; considered as III critical issue

in m!1lcjng II decision; the. third i~m was considered of only moderate importance; the fourth item was not clear to the person

responding whether 2CO'Nas good or not. so it was marked "no"; .the fifth item was also of critical importance: and the sixth

ite~\didn't make any sense. so it was marked "no",

Note that the most important item comes from one of the items marked in lite far left hand side. In deciding between item

#2 and #3, 0 person should reread these items, therr put the most important, (md Ute other item ItS second. etc.

Here is the fir;;t story for your consideration. Read the story and then tum to the separate answer sheet to Inlirk your

responses. After filling ill the four most important items for the story. return to this booklet to read the next story. Please

remember to cross the square clearly and completely erase all corrections.



-------------------~----------------------
II.EINZ AND TIlE DRUG

In Europe a woman was near death frcm a special kind of cancer. There was one drul; that doctors thought might save her.

It was aform of radium tho; Q droggist in the same town had recently discovered. The drug wa.rexpensive to make, but the

druggist was charging ten times what the drug cost to make. He paid $200 for the radium and. cht!rged $2,000 jar a ,rm\rll
dose of the drug. the sick woman'.I' husband, Heinz wetu to everyone he knew to borrow the money, but he could ollly gft

together about $1,000, which is half of what it cost, He tald the dmggisl thas his wife was dying. and asked him to sell it

cheaper or let him pay later. Bul the druggist said, VNo, I discovered Ihe drug and I'm going to make money from it." So

Heinz got desperate and began to think about breu/dllg into the man '.I' store to steal the drug for his Wife. Should Heinz steal
the drug?

~ ..'-.---
ESCAPED PRISONER

A man had been sentenced to prison for 10 years. '. fer omvear, however, he escaped from prison, moved into a IIew

area of the country, and took on the name of Thompson. For eight years he worked hard, and gradually he saved enough

money to buy his OWnbusiness. He wasfair to his customers; gave his emplcye~s top wages, and gOl'emost ofhi.r own profits

to charity. Then one day, Mrs. Jones, (In old neighbour, recognized him ('lS the. 'nan who has escaped.from prison eight years

before, and Whom the police had been !Qokingfor·. Should Mrs. JONes re!n-~,1Mr Thompson to the police and have him .relit

back 10 priso.n?

NEWSPAPER

Fred, in senior high school, wanted to publislr a mimeographed newspaper for students so that he could express many of his

opinions. He wanted 10 speak out ag~i".ft 'he USe of the military in ituertuuionai disputes and 10 speak out against some of

the school's rules. Uk the rule forbidding boys to wear long hair,

Whell Fred started his newspaper, he asked his principal for permission. The principal said it would be all right if before
every publication Fred would tum.in all hit articles for the pri;:cipa/'s approval. Fred agreed and turned in several articles

for approval. The principal approved all of them and Fred published two issues of the paper in the next two weeks'.

But the principal had not expected the fred's newspaper wo~!d f(tceive so much attention. Students Were so excited by the

paper that they began to organhe protests against the hair regulosion and other school rules, Allgry parents objected to Fred's

opinions. '!hey phoned the ptinclpal telling him that the newspaper waf unpatrtotic and should not be published. As a result

of the rising excitemem, tire principal ordered Fred 10 stop publishing. He gave as a reason thas Fred's aaivities were

disruptive to the opertuion of the school. Should the principal stop lire newspaper?



lXJCTOIl'S DILEMMA

A lady was dying rJ.[ cancer which could not be cured and she had only about six months to live. She wa.r ill terrible pall. but
she was so weak thClla goad dose of pain-killer like morphine would make /Ito, 'ie SOOMr. She was delirious and almost crazy
with pain, and in her calm periods, she would ask the doctor to give her eMug" morphine 10 kill.her. She said she couldn'
stand the pain and that she was goinp 10 die in a few months anyway. Should the doctor give her (In overdose of morphlne
that would make her die?

WEBSTER

Mr. Webster was the owner and m0'1ager of a gas station. He wanted to hire another mechanic 10 help him, but good
mechanlcs were hard 10jind. The only person hefOl.Uldwho seemed to he a goodmechanic wa.rM'rtee, bur he was Chinese.
WlIi/e Mr Webster himself dldn 't have anythillg against Orientaf; he wa.rqfraid 10 hire Afr Lee because many o/his customers
didn 'tlike oriental!;. His customers might take their business eirewhere if Mr Lee was working in the gas station,

W1JellMr Lee asked Mr Webster ifne could have the job, Mr Webster said that he 11M already hired somebody else. But Mr
Webster really had not hired Of!,ybody,because he could not find anybady who wa.r a good mechanic besides Mr Lee. Should
Mr Webster have hired Mr Lee?

STUDENT TA1(E"()VER

Back ill the 19t50s at Harvard University there was a student group called Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). SDS
students Were against ih« war in Vietnam, and were against the army training program (ROTC) that helped men to jight in
Yletnam, While 'he war was,still going on, the 50S studetlls demanded that Harvard and the army ROrC program (IS a

university course. This would mea" Il,ClI Harvard students could not gel anny training as part of their regular courses work
and I10t get credit for it towards their degree.

Harvard professors agrl$~.: Ah the SDS students. The professor« voted II() end. the ROTC program as a ufliw:?rSitycourse.
But the president of the University look a differem view. H: stated that the ann)' program should slay on campus as a course.

17,e SDS students felt that the President of the University was not going' 10 pay attention to the vote of 'he professors, and was
gO;/lg to keep the ROTC program as a course on campus. The SDS students then marched to the VIIiversify 's admlnlstraiion
building and. told. , everyone else to gel (jut. They said they Weretaldng over the building 10force Harvard's President
to get rid of the army ROrC program on campus jar credit as a course.

Were the studems right to lake over the administration building?

Please make sure that all your I'Iltrks are dark. cross the squares, and that nil erasures are clean;

THANK YOU.
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IIE1NZ AND THE DRUG o Should Stool o Should not Stealo Can't Decide

No

L Whether Q community's laws are going 10 be upheld.

2, Isn't it only natural for t! lovi~g husband IQ care so much forhis wife that
he'd steal?

~----~---+----~--4----+~-----------------------------------~----------~---'-

3. Is Heinz willing 10 risk getting shot as a burglar or going to jail Ior the
chance that R~liing the drug might help?

4. Whether HeillZ is III professional wrestler, or has considerable influence
with professional wrestlers.

5. Whether Heinz is s~eaIing for hint.o;.elfor doing this solely to help someone
else.

6. Whether the druggists rigltts to his invention have to be respected.

7. Whether the essence of living is more encompassing than the termination of
dying. socially end individually.

8. What values lire going to he the basis for governing how people act
toward's each other.

9. Whether the druggist is going to be allowed (0 hide behind !! worthless law
which only protects the rich anyway.

L 10. Whether the law in this case is getting in the wily of the most basic claim
of any member of society,

'--f----+----+----+--------------.,-----------I
IL Whether the druggist deserves to be robbed for being SO greedy and clue"

12. Would stealing in such a case bring about more total good for the whole
society or not.

!IAn••• .r4nrtt ;'CfD I ., 1 ..<1 ..~ Ii 1 II Q 10 .11 ..11.

-:._nnA Mn'll :",nn""", .1. 2. 1 " ~ .s, .1. .a .s, .in 11 1.1

Th-.d ~nol • .n"., .l. 2. 1 4 ~ Ii .x. .a _9.. ~Ul II 11.

1:'. ..~ oM' lmnnrt.n' _1 ') '\ A ~ ti .'1 .11. .Jt In II .iz.



ESCAPED 1l'IUSONlEl/l

Would it be (air to all !.be prisoners who had 10 serve out their fllli

sentences i(Mr Thompson was let off?~--~~--~--+---+---~--~--~"------~------~--------~~------~--~---_'I"
9. Was Mrs Jones Ii good friend of 1\11' Thomp50~?

..
II. How would the will of th~ people aad the public good best be servC>tl?

tz, Would going to prison do My good for lIArThompson or protect unybody7

IVI"., ;...."n'''''''. I,,,", I '2 :) of .s 6 7 II I) III II 12

C::A~"n.tIVI"••• I ,. :l " _!. ciS.. '7 II I) 10 _ll .l2_

",lrri ..,"01 ;~ ..nrf.nl I '2 :l <4 _1. l'i 7 II Q 10 .u 1.1-

C".... h "" ..d t ''''nrf.n' I ., 1 .t ".~, ,: "7 II Q In u 12

Can't Decide O.Should not
Report Him

No
./ \~'~.+:--~~-~-'-'

l, Hasn't M(. Thomp!''()o 'heel! good enough for such tI long time ~,6prave he
isn 'f 11 bad person?

2. Everytime someone esca~ punishment for a crime, doesn't that just
encourage more crime?

3. Wouldn't We be better off without prisons and the oppression of our legal
system?

4. HIlS Mr Thompson fel!lly pmid hill debt to S4Ciety1

.. 5. Would society be (ruling whmt MrC:;t:'t.~pl>On should fai(ly expect?

'J
6. What benefi~ would prisons be apart from society, especially for a

d,)llritIlbie trmn1

7, , /l . _:JiHow could anyone.~ 00 cruel and heartless as 10 send Mr ThQmpson lo'

prison?

8.

10. Wouldn't it be a citizen's duty to report ifu escaped criminal, regl\rdl~s of

the circumstances?



o Sh.uld Swp Ii o C'"" Decide D Should not Stop

It

NEWSPAPER

No

I. Is the principal more re..'iponsible.~ostudl!i1t~r 10 parents?

2. Did the principlli give his word Wnt the newspaper could be published for 2

long time, Or did he jUllt promise to approve the newspaper one issue at a
time?

I

3. Would the students 51rui pr~testing even more if the principal stopped the
newspaper?

When the weifmr~br'ilie sehool is threatened, does the principal have the
right to give orders to the students?

4.

5. Does th:vprincipal have the freedom of speech to AAY "no" in ihis case?

6. If Ute principal stopped the newspaper would he be preventing full
di~Ussion of impOrtant pro ~ le.,,",~

7. Whether Fred '/Vssreally loyal to his school and pAtriotic to Ms country
<:

8. 'Whether the principal's order would make Fred lose faith in the principal
..

9. What effect would sloppingd.he.yape(.Mve on the students education in

[, critical thinking and judgement \'

,1.0. Wh~ther Fred Wl!S in any way V~Qrn(jn,gt.~e rights of otherR in publishing
his own opinions

, ,

It. Whe~her the principal should be inf,,:Jenced by some angry parents when it
is Uteprincipal that knows best Wh!ll}s going on i~ lite school

~-----+---:I-----+--+----+------"""'-~-----""'.'.
Whether Fred was using the newspaper ....'stir up hnW:d and discontent

f\

_2_ .a " ~ Ii 'II _8 9 _in .u .iz
_2_ J. " s .s .i. ,..8. _Q_ 10 II 11

..1. .a " j
I'i ,')

7 R ~ ill U 11

__1_ _1 4 < 6 1 Jl. _Q .tn .u i1.

12.

Most imonWlal i!cm

)\ _.....Il'--1---&-f,...-l.--+--:I.-+......._'-f-~.M-......__-t- .-J:1..-j--::l"---f-.-UL-t--J.....,.--'-"-1

.1..;, I



DQ(:TOllS DILEMMlA. He should give the

lad y an overdose

that VliII make her

die

Should not give

the overdose

Can't Decide

---No

1. Whether the woman'a family is in favour of giving her the overdose or not

2. is the ~(/ctor obligated by the: same lsws 0.0:; everybody else if giving on

overdose would be the same as killing her

3. Whether people would be much better off without society i'~gjmenting their

fives and even their deaths

4. Whether the doctor should make it appear like an accident

6. What is the vllIUeof death prior to sodely's perspective On ~(SQnal values
I----t--~i--_t-~_t_ ......_t~ ........----..-------f,~ "

7. Whether the doctor has sympnthy ti)f the woman'S suffetil1A; o~,cares more

about what society might think

u. Om society afford to let everybody end their lives when they wlUlt to

12. Can Slx:iety allow suicides or mercy killing nnd still protect the lives of

individuals who Wll.Rt to live

Mnd :~"nrl.n' :"'m f ','1. .a <I 5 s 7 II .s. _1.11 .u J.2.

C; .. rnn" Moo' :m"nrl.n' t 1_ ..3 <I ~ ~ 7 R 9 .lD .11 J1..
Th:,.,f mnd • ,n. "I 1. 2 j .I ~ Ii _1 .Ii q 10 11 J.2.
J!,..... ,h ""nd • I _2 _1 .t ~ Ii '7 R Q In It t2

5. Does !he 'state have the right 10 force continued existence on those who

don't want to live

8. Is helping to end Mother's life eV0c It responsible act ofco-operation

9. Whether only God should decide when a person's life should end

10. What values the doctor hal' set for himseif in his own personal code of

behaviour



WEBS1'ER o Should lint have

hired himD. Cl1ll't Decide oShould have hired

Mr Lee

OfClt No

I. Does the owner of a business have the right t(l mnke his own business I
decisions or not?

2. Whether there is a law that forbids racial discrimination in hiring for jobs

3. Whether Mr Webster is prejudiced against orient.nbhimself or whether he

means nothing personal in refusing the job

4. Whether hiring II good mechanic 01' paying attention to his customers

wishes .would be best for his business

5. What individu.al differences.oogh~ 10 he relevant in deciding how society's

rules are filled?

6. Whether the greedy and competitive capitalistic system ought to be

completely abandoned

7. Do a ~;ority of people in Mr Webster's society feel like his customers or

ate a majority against prejudice?

8. Whether hiring capable flIen like Mr Lee would use talents that would

otherwise be lost 10 society?

9. Would refusing lhejl)b to Mr Lee be c(lnsistcilt with Mt Webster's own

moral beliefs?

10. Could Mr Webster be so hard-hearted as to refuse tOe j(!Il, knowing how

much it means to Mr Lee?

11. Whether the Christian cornmandrnent to love your fellow mal) applies to

tbis case

12. lfsomeonejs in need, shouldn't he be helped regardless of what you get

back from him?

.:

~fn~t :~""'rf""'i'..m I 2 J.. 4. .s. ,. ., II q 10 11 J2..

~,.,ennd \\An.' ' "' I .., 1 A _5 r. 7 g q 10 11 .u
Thir..l ...... , ' .. I 1. .1 <I .~ JI 7 R Q to II 12
Cn.....h 1 , 1 A ~ Ii 7 Jl Q In II .iz.



STUDENTS

G...,.l No

[J 'Take it OVl3f o Not take it OWfo Can't Decide

3. Do the students realize that they might be arrested ~d fined, and even

greHler)~)(pelJed from school,

L Are jhe stude..1(S doing this to really help other people or ate they doing it
just for kicks.

2. Qo the students have llI1y right to take over !he property that doesn't bel(mg
to them.

Would 1Bkin'gover the building in the long run benefit more people to 11

gre.aler e~tent.

Wbeth.ef the president stayed within the limits of his authority in iguoring

l1.e faCility vote

Will tlte take over al1ger the public and give all students a had name

1I. Are the students foUowirlg principles which (hey believe are alxwe Ihe l61w~----r---'r----h--~---'-~~~----------------.-------~--~----------
12. Whether ()( not university decisions ought to be respected by studellis

7. Is laking over a building consistent with .principles of justice

8. Would allowing one student take-over encourage many other student take-

overs

9. Did the president bring this tnisundets~ding on hirn..o;elfby beifl8 so

unreasonable and l.!rICQ"<>pera(ive
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